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Oklahoma State U. official
recommended for MSU post

WELCOME AN NOUNCENIE
- Kentucky. Secretary of Transportation Floyd Poore (left) and
l'.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard chose the site of the dangerous l'.S. 841-K
entucky 80 intersection to announce that an overpass will be built there.
Staff photo by Charles Honey

Collins: We'll build overpass
at dangerous 641 crossroads

•

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Sighs of relief might have been audible, if it
weren't for the applause.
U.S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard and state
transporation secretary Floyd Poore had just announced that an overpass will be built at the
dangerous U.S. 641-Kentucky 80 interchange.
That was on a guarantee from Gov. Martha
Layne Collins, personally -tranSMItted Monday
by Poore to a crowd gathered at the interchange
itself.
At the same time, Hardin district Magistrate
BUY Butter- sounded a note of ca.Utton. Though'
"very pleased" by the announcement, Butler
pointed out that the intersection which witnessed
a fatal accident in March will remain a menace
until construction of the overpass.'
"I just want to ask the community, Please be
careful with this (interchange) until it's done,"
Butler said.
It will be two or two and one-half years before
construction begins, Poore estimated, and construction itself will take perhaps nine months to
a year. Design work will begin immediately, he
said, even though the federal share of funding
has not been secured. Estimated cost of the project is $5 million,,with the federal government
paying 75 percent and the state 25 percent.
"We do not see any problem of getting federal
approval, with the high accident rate we have
here," Poore said, adding that ITS, transportation secretary Elizabeth Dole is "very safety
conlil ious." There have been 32 accidents at the
site since the four-lane 641 was opened, d only
two intersections in the state are as dangerous,
Hubbard said.
The approximately $1.25 million in state

money will come from erneFgencY funds, Poore
said.
"These are hard economic times, as you know,
but this is something that cries to be solved."
The state will also fund construction work for
another dangerous intersection in the area, that
of the new U.S. 45-Kentucky 1241 told-U.S. 45)interchange in southern McCracken County. Poore
said he had "just left the governor's office" with
the message that "these two interchanges will be
corrected during her tenure„"
A diamond-shaped interchange, as opposed to
a cloverleaf, will be constructed with the overpaks above 641, according to POOie: Th
if
quire less movement of land, and with a
cemetery adjacent to the site, the state wants to
move as little earth as possible, he said.
Though located just north of the Calloway
County line in Marshall County, the interchange
is of concern to Calloway motorists as it lies
along the main northward route to Interstate 24.
Marshall County magistrate Butler said local
citizens and officials began working about a year
ago to obtain a commitment to upgrade the
crossing. After the March accident that killed an
out-of-state woman, they began a "strong push"
to improve the hazardous situation, Butler said.
"Five million (dollars) is a high price,- Butler
remarked of the overpass project. "But if it's
your family, it's not too much money."
Hubbard thanked several of the area residents
and officialson hand for their efforts to improve
the intersection, including state Sen. Helen Garrett of Paducah, Rep. Freed Curd of Murray,
Calloway County Judge-Executive George
Weaks, Marshall County Judge Mike Miller, and
Graves County Judge Dick Castleman.

media and state government
agencies," she noted. -His on.
campus involvements have included liaison with students,
special events and projects, the
OSU Foundation, publications
and public information."
Perrin also served on the
faculties at Oklahoma State and
the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, and taught and coached
at the high school level in
LaCrosse, Kan.
The vice president for university relations and development
is one of four vice presidents at
Murray State. Areas within that
organization are alumni affairs,
athletics, conferences and continuing education, development,
regional services, t w omuseums, publications, public
information and a veterinary
diagnostic laboratory.
Perrin, 38, earned the B.A.
degree at Davidson College. the
M.S. degret at Fort Hays(Kan. I
State University and the Ph.D.
degree at the University of
Iowa. His hometown is Hutchinson, Kan.
He servecron the faculty four
years at Oklahoma State as an
assistant professor of applied
behavioral studies in education

Eastern bloc ponders
non-Olympic games
Amid another emphatic Soviet
_ chorus of "no" to the Summer
Olympic Games, there were
quiet reports Monday that the
Soviet bloc planned its own
• resfival fOr athletes who Won't
be going to Los Angeles.
The top Soviet sports official
on Monday said the decision to
boycott the games was final, and
President Reagan said he didn't
think there was anything he
could do that would change that
decision.
The Soviet official, ,Marat
Gramov, said his nation was opposed to a "counter-Olympics."
But a sports official from Poland
- which has yet to formally
withdraw from the Los Angeles
Games - said the Eastern blbc
was considering staging alternative summer athletic events
but not on the same dates as the
Olympic Games.
Late Monday night, Tass, the
official Soviet news agency,
issued a particularly strong
dispatch deriding U.S.
statements expressing surprise
at the Soviet pullout. "It has

The Murray Tourism Commission Board of Directors has
determined that a monthly
Calendar of Events is needed for
the benefit of the visitors and
tourists to the area. This is
especially important during the
spring and summer months.
Therefore an "Events of the
Month" has been in effect since
April 1984 and will be distributed
through Sept. 1984. These are
placed in motels, restaurants,
marinas, State Parks, LBL and
other tourist attractions from
VVhitehaven, west to Cadiz, east.
In an effort to accurately
report all events in Murray and
to make any changes which may
occur, it will be most helpful if
the Tourism Commission can be
notified of any events in which
visitors and tourist would be in-

The only way to travel is to travel safe like Justin Barnes who is
• , being Secured in his car seat by his mother, liebbie Barnes, K.\..
at the Nturray•Calloway Comity Hospital, before drib ing home.

evidently been decided at the
U.S. Department of State that it
is much more convenient to play
simps and halfwits ... than to
_show. responsibility. and princi-ple and to admit the bitter
truth," Tess said.
In a news conference for
Soviet and foreign media,
Gramov, chairman of the Soviet
Union's National Olympic Committee, reiterated Soviet concerns about U.S. protest groups
that planned demonstrations at
the Games and about the
possibility of defections among
his natipn's athletes and
trainers.
"U.S. security services have
infiltrated members of terrorist
and extremist (groups) into the
organizing Committee of the
Olympics;"' he charged
"Methods.have been devised for
the abduction of Soviet people,
for compelling them not to
return to their motherland, for
treating them with special
drugs, including psychotropic
preparations which destroy the
nervous system."

••

and a year at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas, as an assistant professor of educational
foundations and counseling.
He and his, wife Ann are the •
parents of two daughters, Lauri.
13, and Amy, 10, and a son Matt.
6.
Mrs. Perrin is a graduate.of
Friends. University. in Wichita.
Kan., and is an art teacher at
Cushing (Okla. I High School.
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sunny
Today: Mostly sunny and
pleasant. Highs in the mid 60s
to low 70s. North to northeast
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight: Generally clear
and cool. Lows in the low to
mid 40s. Light northeast
winds. •
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
369.7
Barkley Lake
369.S
VOIA ME 103 NO. 115
•
MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hov., not
receive•1 their home delivered
copy ot The lAurny L64ger I Tines
by 5 30 pm Monday Friday Of
by 3 30 p m Soturdoys ore urged
to coil 7531416 between 5:30
end 6 p.m., lhaday *Nigh Frithy, Sr 3.30 p.m. sed 4 p.m. Sowdays.

Children's car seat law
explained in program

Tiger band earns
'excellent mark
at state festival"

A program designed to help familiarize parents with Kentucky's new child safety laws will be presented by District 13 oi
the Kentucky Nurses' Association Wednesday. May 16.. at the
Calloway County Public Library.
The program, which will feature Trooper Richard Wright.
-public information officer of the Kentucky State Police post at
Mayfield. will be presented twice. at 10 a.m. and again at 7
pm.

The Murray High School Tiger
Band made West Kentucky proud this weekend, by earning an
"excellent" rating at the first
State Band Festival in 25 years.
The band was one of seven to
earn the rating at the event in
Lexington. sponsored by the
Kentucky Music Educators'
Association. The performances
were*,held in the University of
Kentucky Center for the Arts.
Bands were given ratings of
superior, excellent and good.
Murray earned the right to compete by. winning a superior
rating in the regional festival at
Paducah in March.
The band. directed by Paul
Blackburn, performed "Little
English Girl" by Delle Cese and
"Exaltation" by James Swearingen in the two-day festival.
Bands were judged on tone.
--balance, intonation. interpretation and musicality.
• Other bands that received excellent rating were those from
Green County, Nelsdn County.
Lexington l'ates Creek,,Taylor
County, Fort Thomas
Highlands, and the Henderson
County symphonic band.

Trooper Wright will explain the state's new car seat law
regarding the safety in automobiles of children up to nine years
of age. He also is expected to present statistics reflecting the
lifesaving characteristics of car seats, seat belts, and other
safety-designed automotive equipment.
The public is invited and encouraged to attend, according to
Judy Lyle, vice president of the organization. Mrs. Lyle is now
on leaverfrom her post as infection control coordinator at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital while she pursues a degree
at Murray State University.
PromStional material regarding the program has been
, distributed among the churches, day care centers and °fliers of
pediatricians in the area.
Registered nurses from five West Kentucky Counties - 'Calloway. Marshall, Graves. Hitk man and Fulton ..- makgAin___
the district's membership. The child safety presentation is .
andther of Its 'community projects.
Nancey France, a professor of nursing at Murray State , •
.University, is the president. Lynn Fromm of the Murray
hospital's gursing staff is the secretary; Geneva Cooper.
treasurer, and Barbara Davis. president elect, are also nursing
instructors 4t - Murray State!
.;-
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Dr. David W. Perrin

today's index

Calloway lihrar hosts

Local Tourism
Board seeking
calendar events

terested. The "Events of the
Month" goes to press8 to 10 days
prior to the end of the preceding
month So as to be distributed
before the beginning of the next
week.
Please send a brief outline of
the events to the Commission.
P.O. Box 190, Murray 42071;
drop it off at the Chamber of
Commerce office - 641 North.
Murray or call 502-753-5171.

Dr. David W. Perrin of
Oklahoma State University will
be the recommendation made to
the board of regents at Murray
State University on Saturday,
May 19, for vice president for
university relations and
development.
Dr. Kala M.Stroup, university
president, said today she will
recommend Perrin, who has
been assistant to the vice president and projects director for
university relations, development and extension on the
Stillwater campus since 1980.
He is expected to move his
family to Murray about Aug. 1
after doing some work on the
campus in the interim.
The new vice president will
step into a position formerly
held by Dr. Marshall Gordon.
who left to become president of
Southwest Missouri State
University on July 1, 1983.
Mrs. Stroup said Perrin's experience at Oklahoma State cuts
across many of the same areas
which fall within the responsibilties of the vice presidency at
Murray State.
"He has worked effectively
with external constituencies
such as legislators. alumni, the
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MSU fans,jockeys mourning death of Violet Cactus
By RUTH AN N COLEMAN
Staff Writer
Excitement Med the air at
Roy Stewart Stadium last Oct.
2a when the Murray State
University Racers defeated the
Eastern Kentucky Colonels for
the first time since 1979.
As the coaches and players
planned their strategy and the
fans cheered with enthusiasm, a
brown mare stood patiently at
the north end of the stadium.
Waiting.
Waiting for the Racers to do

their jobs so she could do hers.
And when they scored and the
Racer Band broke Into "The Old
Grey Mare" she knew it was her
turn to perform.
And she put on quite a show as
she majestically circled the field
with the dignity and pride of the
thoroughbred that she was.
But perhaps the excitement
would not have been as intense if
the MSU fans had known that
Violet Cactus was making her final run around Roy Stewart
Stadium.

Alabama, Rogers,
West top winner list
' BUENA PARK. Calif.(AP
try music scene in 1980,
— Alabama, country music's
Alabama has been showered
reigning supergroup, pulled
with awards. Monday night's
off its second three-award
honor brought to nine their
sweep in tQb years at the
total from the Academy of
Academy of Country Music's
Country Music, an organiza19th Annual Awards Show.
tion headquartered in Los
Veteran stars Kenny
Angeles.
Rogers and Dolly Parton,
Greenwood, whose hit love
who teamed on the crossover
song "1.0.U.," also won a
hit duet "Islands in the
Grammy this year, was tourStream," won two awards,
ing and was not on hand to
while Janie Fricke and Lee
collect his "the Hat" award
Greemposi were first-time
for top male vocalist.
vocalist winners at Monday
Ironically. Greenwood's
night's 'ceremonies telecast
name did not even appear on
by NBC ?tool Knott's Berry
the Academy's initial
Farm.
nomination ballot and he
Alabama's awards includmade the final ballot by
ed the group's third straight
write-ins.
entertainer of the year prize_
But Ms. Fricke, who last
and fouith consecutive vocal
fall won her first award from
group award.
the Nashville-based Country
The quartet from Fort
Music Association, picked up
Payne, Ala., also won the
the top female vocalist award
album of.the year award for
and later gave a rousing
"The Closer You Get," which
performance. '
in February earned. the best
Rogel-s and Miss Parton
country, group vocal. took vocarduet and single of
Grammy.
the year liphors_fo_r_''Islands
cliing their trophies - - - in the Stream," which bore
shaped as little cowboy hats
the sounds of the Bee Gees
— group members Jeff Cook,
because members of that pop
Teddy Gentry, Mark Herndon
group produced it.
and Randy Owen said ,their
The two awards lifted
latest awards were no less exRogers lifetime ACM award
citing than their first ones.
total to eight and Miss ParSince bursting on the counton's to four.

Violet Cactus had become
Overton also says Violet Cacquite an attraction at MSU foottus could sense the excitement
ball games and many fans are
In the air on game days.
mourning her death of last
"She was a different horse on
Thursday following a bout with
game day. She knew what was
colic.
going on and she knew what she
But those who worked closely
was supposed to do."
with Cactus during her reign at
She also knew when they were
MSU are experiencing a much
playing her song.
deeper grief.
"The Calloway County High
Her most recent jockey, Jami
School band would practice near
Hay graduated from MSU
the stables and she would
Saturday and will pursue a
recognize the tune of 'The Old
degree in animal health. Hay
Grey Mare'. She'd hear it and
could not be reached by phone at
take off," Overton says.
her Harrisburg, Ill, home but
Dr. Kala Stroup ordered Cacher mother, Wilma, says Jami
tus' interment to be at Roy
was devastated by the news of
the death of Cactus.
"At first she wouldn't believe
it. But when the boy who called
her started -to cry she knew it
was true. She told her father
that it was just like losing one of
her own horses," Mrs. Hay said.
Ricky Collie, Midway, wat
The Hays attended all of the
treated and released at the
home football games to watch
Murray-Calloway County
Jami and Cactus perform durHospital Monday night after a
ing the 1982 and '83 seasons and
motorcycle accident on KenMrs. Hay says she could feel the
tucky 121 south of Murray, acpride that MSU fans had for the
cording to a spokesman for the
mascot.
Calloway County Sheriff's
"When the team was ready to
Department.
score you could here the fans
Collie and Wayne Thompson,
say 'Get the horse ready.—
Fox Meadows, a passenger on
Laura Overton, a 1983
the motorcycle, were thrown ingraduate of MSU and an
to tall grass along the side of the
employee of The Murray Ledger
road after Collie reportedly fail8r Times, was the jockey atop
ed to negotiate a curve.
Violet Cactus as she circled the
field during the football seasons
of 1980 and '81.
In addition to game appearances, the girls were also
responsible for seeing to the
care and grooming of Violet
A fire that gutted a Hazel area
Cactus.
mobile home is being inOverton says she spent about
vestigated for arson.
three hours every day with the
The fire, to which Hazel
horse and she feels she has lost a
,firv,ki,ghter
.
s resp2nded early__
close friend._
Overton says Violet Cactus la-ohday evening, gutted the interior of the fesidence of Shirley
was "just the right horse" for
Lockhart and her daughter,
the task of mascot for MSU. She
deseribes-her-as-mdd and gentle- _Mrs_ MickI_,Wafford,--according to the Henry County Sheriff's ofWith "just the right disposition."
fice. It is located on the State
"She had to put up with a lot.
Line Road one-half mile west of
Sometimes, along the back
U.S. 641, across the Tennessee
stretch, football players would
line.
•
throw ice at us. Once a coach
According to the sheriff's ,ofthrew a hat. But she never acted
flee,- which responded to the fire
like any of it bothered her. She
at the fire departments request,
also performed well at games
the fire is under investigation by
when they shot fireworks," she
the Tennessee state fire
adds_
marshal.
Three trucks and six men
fought the blaze for one and one-half to two-hours; according to
firefighter Henry Hudson. There
were "some salvageable items
but very few," he said.

Stewart Stadium. She has also
ed horsemanship classes at
said the university will begin a 'NIS('
search for another
University officials announc:
thoroughbred.
efl today there will be a
"Eventually they'll find one
memorial service for Violet Cacwith the right disposition and
tus at the first home football
one that people will respond but
game of the 1984 season.
there will never be another
Violet Cactus," Overton says.
Cactus was donated after beViolet Cactus was donated to ing retired from a brief racing
MSU • in 1974 by Dr. N.B. career. Maybe she wasn't the
Pavalotos After being trained by kind of racer a horse trainer
Cecil Seamon. She began her
values but she was exactly the
career as mascot in 1976 and
kind of Racer that MSU needed.
was also used in several advancAnd she will be missed.

•

Man treated
after motorcycle
accident

Mobile home fire
being investigated

lHOL I) MASCOT — NISI 's mascot %Ude! Cactus and .locke
Laura lherfon circle the football It-am al Ho.% Sti.Aart Stadium
proudl,‘
Mg another liaccr ',t - re.

Meadourra
Famous Meadowcraft Patio Furniture In Our
New PATIO SHOP Is Now SpeciaiIfriced To
Save You Money.

Littleton's g. -es you se‘eral jumpsuits to choose from!
t‘ailable in grey /red stripe reg. $50.00 on sale for S.37.99. Pink
and blue with white- contrast S.34.00 and beige for only: $27.90.
Check us out — )(mil-find
that Littleton's really does haw
the hest prices in town.

WON

SALE
5 Pc. Patio Set
Table & 4 Chairs

'39995

Thurman's
FURNITURE
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

After 42 years, Starks Hardware closes
as the widening of 12th Street approaches
The list gets longer and longer the list of long-time Murray firms
which have gone out of business as
well as some who for some reason
or the other called it quits after only a few years.
Among those coming quickly to
mind include Beale Hardware,
Wallis' Grocery, Western Auto,
Cherry's Downtown, Scott's-Drugs
downtown, National Stores, Dale ISE
Stubblefield, Family Shoe Store,
Ryan's Shoe Store, Burger King,
Marine Service Station, Otasco,
King's Den and now Wiggins Furniture out on 641 North.
The most recent to completely
close out is Starks Hardware at the
corner of Poplar and South 12th
Street, a business started 42 years
ago by the late Urban G.,Starks, a
well-known carpenter and building
contractor originally from the
Kirksey section of the county.
Operated for the past 24 years by
City Councilman Howard Koenen
and his wife, Urbena, one of Mr.
Starks' seven children, the store
was closed and its stock liquidated
because of the coming widening of
12th Street by the Kentucky
Transportation Department.
The building, which is within a
few feet of the present street, has
been sold to the state and must be
vacated by June 1. This poses no
pruilttter-as only a147 odds "alia —
ends remain in the building, and
these have been sold. They need only to be_picked up_to_putan_end to
the operation.
'
• • •
When Mr. Starks started the
business, he built the first of
several buildings which were to go
up from the corner on north for
well over a 100 feet. When the

Nationally'.syndicated

Pulitzer-winning
Royko column
comes to Ledger
Mike Royko, whose multitude of awards includes the Pulitzer Prize, comes to the pages of
The Murray Ledger 8r Times starting Wed. May
16, 1984.
He's tough, cynical, and always
knowledgeable in his observations about people
and bureaucrats. Those' traits, along with his writing skill, earned_ him the Pulitzer Prize in
1972, In January 1984 Royko brought his column to
The Chicago Tribune, which is now his home
base, from The Chicago Sun-Times. The highly
acclaimed column started in 1963 in the Chicago
Daily News. He is syndicated nationally by the
Tribune Company Syndicate, Inc.
In 1982, Royko was honored with the Ernie
Pyle Memorial Award from the Scripps-Howard
Foundation for outstanding human interest
reporting best exemplifying the warmth and
craftsmanship of World War II correspondent
Ernie Pyle. The previous year, he received the
first H.L. Mencken Award presented by the
Baltimore Sun newspapers to the nation's top
reporter who thinks and writes in the tradition of
the iconoclast for whom the prize is named.
In 1980, Royko was named to the Chicago Journalism Hall of Fame. He also is the recipient of a
1971 National Headliner Award and the 1968
Heywood Broun Award.
Interviewed by Oui magazine in April 1981,
Royko said, "My function is to explain things
rather than report them." Author and radio personality Studs Terkel told Oui, "Pound for
pound, he's the best journalist working in
America."
His insight and experience have provided
material for five books, including "Boss:
Richard J. Daley of Chicago" and his most recent, "Sez Who? Sez Me."
In typical Royko fashion, his career as a jour-nalist began as a result of his enterprising imagination. As a U.S. Air Force radioman during
the Korean War, he was transferred to O'Hare
Field near Chicago, where there were no openings for radiomen. To escape assignmnt as an
MP or cook, he talked his way into editing the
base newspaper, a skill he acquired from a textbook the night before the job interview.
Following military service Royko worked for
the Lerner group of neighborhood newspapers in
Chicago. From there he spent two years as night
editor of the City News Bureau of Chicago, a
traditional training ground for reporters.
He joined the Chicago Daily News in 1959 as a
general assignment reporter and later became a
rewrite man. In 1962 he was assigned a weekly
government and political column. "County
Beat." His present daily commentary, "Mike
Royko," which ranges from City Hall to the
White House, first appeared in September 1963 in
the Chicago Daily News.
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Dick and Holmes Dunn with an
electrical business.
It was in this building that the
present Dunn Furniture store on
641 North was started. Today, this
building is occupied by Jim Rice
with his photography shop.
• • •
Mr, Starks died in 1966. His wife,
the former Ola Clark of Marshall
County, died the year before, in
1965. Roy and Urbena are the second and third of their seven
children.
The oldest, Harod, is retired
from a Veterans Administration
position and lives in Little, Rock,
Ark. Louis lives in Condon, Montana, and Joe is a lawyer in Dallas,
Tex. Edna lives in Greensboro,
S.C., where her husband, the late
Sam Knight, was in the real estate
business, and the youngest,
Donald, is a Church of Christ
preacher living in Florence, Ala.
• • •
Over the years. I've bought
paint, brushes, nails, nuts, bolts
and yard and garden supplies from
Howard and wedding and
Christmas gifts from Urbena in the
corner shop. I always enjoyed going in there - to fliscuss a little
politics or lotaLigoingson with
Howard and, occasionally, Roy.
• Howard says he and Urbena:
have no . immediate retirement
plans, although he says he is "gonna go to wOrk somewhere before
very long." Until then,.- though,
he'll have more time to fill us in on
city government and public affairs
over our early morning cups of coffee, but I know I'll miss roaming
around in the hardware store
checking out the tools and things.
That was fun.

Save children's lives by supporting aid funding
To The Editor,
Sure, the recession has made it
rough on Americans the past few
years, with the poverty-level
population increasing from 29
million in 1980 to over 35 million at
present. This has been a painful but
endurable experience for us.
ai•-•

But outside U.S. borders, there
have been some actually horrifying
developments which worsen ivith
each passing year. UNICEF (not to
be confused with UNESCO whose
funds President Reagan wants
discontinued) reports that in 1983
alone 21 million children died, most

MCMA tips hat to helpers
To The Editor,
A hearty "thank you" to you and
all the good people at The Ledger 8z
Times from the Board of Murray
Civic Music Associaton. MCMA
has completed another successful
season. The 1983-84 season marks
its twentieth-fifth (25) anniversary, signifying that Civic Music is
Indeed a Murray tradition.
Over the years there has been
consistently a great deal of interest
in MCMA and its concerts. The concerts have featured the famous, the
near-famous and rising young
talents in a wide variety of artistic
endeavors. The people of the audiences have widely differing
tastes. It is a challenge to the board
and is very gratifying when a
season with "something for
everyone" can be arranged. This
goal has been reached over the
twenty-five years. There have been
a great many successes and
relatively few disappointments.
Due to the efforts of a great many
people, probably the apex of this
dimension up to now, was reached
by tile 1983-84 season.
MCMA not only expresses its appreciation for your assistance, but
also congratulates you on your
outstanding performance in

ViiirraylANigerSainnes
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burned, he went into business on
his own there in the Starks
building. He later left and went to
Lynn Grove where he operated a
grocery store for several years
before joining Ward-Elkins. It was in the late 1960s when the
grocery area was bought and added to the hardware business.
In the meantime, both Roy
Starks, a son of the founder, and
Howard, a son-in-law, had bought
into the business.
• • •
Roy bought into it in 1951 and was
there for 11 years before leaving to
join Lynn Lassiter in the pestering
contracting business. He was with
Lassiter Plaster Co. until his
retirement in September of 1979,
and since then has spent much of
his time traveling.
, Howard came into the business
in 1956. He had been at Camp
Tyson, the barrage balloon camp
at Paris, Tenn., during World War
II when he met and eventually
married Urbena. They had been
living in his hometown of Greenwich, Conn., where he had been in
the auto repair business with his
father, before they decided to
return to Murray.
'.'After about a year of 'probation,' Mr. Starks and Roy let me
buy into the business with them,"
Howard laughed. This was in 1956.
Sometime later, Edgar Rowland
bought two lots north of the hardware and grocery businesses, and
built there, ollcupying that building
with a refrigeration repair
business. Then he and Mr. Starks
closed in the area between the
'refrigeration repair business and
the grocery business and this
building was occupied by Herb

letters to the'editor

A native Chicagoan, Royko attended Wright
Junior College, the University of Illinois and
Northwestern University. He received an
honorary doctor of letters degree from Lake
Forest College in 1981.

WALTER L. APPERSON. President.
Editor 8r Publisher
TED DELANEY,Circulation & Production
Manager
RICK ORFt. Advertising Manager
BOB TAYLOR, Classified Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager

business closed, this small corner
building was the section in which
Howard and Urbena had a gift shop
and kitchenwares area.
At first, however, Mr. Starks
built it for a woodworking shop,
making window and door units aswell as screen doors. Right after
World War II, these things were
hard to come by.
Too, there were only two other
buildings on that side of the block
between Poplar and Main Street,
and both of these were homes. The
Rueben Falwell home was at the
corner of 12th and Main, long gone
now to make room for the Home
Federal Savings & Loan building,
and the Porter White home at
about mid-ways in the block.
In 1949, a building was built just
north of the corner building and
was occUpied by C.D. and Norman
Culpepper with a grocery business.
Eventually, this building became
that section of Howard and
Urbena's hardware business in
which they displayed their nail
bins, wheelbarrows and other
garden and yard tools.
Mr. Starks then closed in the
area between the grocery and the
original store and added several
lines of hardware. This became the
main section of the store which
recently closed.
Iteforelliriecifon housing the
Culpepper grocery became a part
of the hardware store, several
-owners bad- operated it - Sam •
Knight, Neva Waters, -Milburn
Holland and 'lastly by Windsor
Tripp, who now is with the WardElkins store downtown.
Windsor was manager of the A &
P store on South 12th where the
Dotson garage is today. When it

publicizing the season.
May we also use this forum to
thank the local radio and TV
media; all thege volunteer workers
who are indispensable in conduct
ting the membership drive; all the
donors: individuals, professionals,
governmental organizations, financial institutions, industrialists,
civic and cultural organizations,
and retail merchants offering a
wide variety of goods and services;
and, of course, the University.
The plans for the '84-85 season
are well underway. The Board anticipates reaching a new apex and
is very enthusastic that it can be
done. With the help of the "old
reliables" and with assistance
from the ever-expanding audience
and others, it is reasonable this
goal will be reached. MCMA will
carry on its tradition with its unique threads running through the
warp and woof, adding its texture
to the mantle of the University and
Murray communities.
Again, thank you.
Very sincerely,
Kathryn R.Qarman
Vice-President, Public Relations
. Murray Civic Mustc Association
505 South 11th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

Ban eop-killers bullets
To The Editor,
killer bullets in a crime.
President Reagan has declared
Handgun Control has joined the
May 13-19 National Police Week. - nation's police in urging Congress
During this time, we honor those
to pass this common-sense
men and Women who daily risk
measure. Already 200 senators and
their lives to protect um from
_representatives have endorsed the
violent crime.
bill. But the National Rifle AssociaThe Congress should show its
-tion has launched a multi-million
gratitude to these officers by passdollar campaign to defeat the
ing the Law Enforcement Officers
measure.
Protection Act. This -legislation,
We urge citizens across America
sponsored by Senator Daniel
to contact their legislators during
Patrick Moynihan and ConPolice Week and ask thern to supgressman Mario Biaggi (a 23-year
port the cop-killer bullet ban. It.'
veteran of -the New York City '
1 time the Congress stood up
,F'ciate.e De.par-traent- • who- w-as - -!4nisguided-NR.4•.
- wounded 10-times in the line of duty), would ban the manufacture
Sincerely.
and sale of cop-killer bullets - amBarbara Lautman
munition designed to penetrate the
Communications Director
bulletproof vests worn by police
Handgun Control, Inc.
Thif bill would also require a man810 18th Street, N.W.
datory jail sentence for using copWashington, D.C. 20006
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by far in Third World countries.
The sheer immensity of the problem almost overwhelms the mind.
Some nations lose more than 150 of
every 1,000 live births during the
first year of life.
And UNICEF has been fighting a
losing battle to improve these
statistics - for lack of sufficient
funds. They contend that with additional money from the First World
they could save 10 million children
yearly. They could extend a
strategy which they have found to
be very effective in the past
several years. This strategy, 'in
1982 for example, involved the use
of 900,000 .volunteers Whom
UNICEF trained in basic sanitation, nutrition and health care.
These 'educated ones" went out on
foot to villages to teach and
motivate their neighbors - and
achieved excellent results. But
limited funds prevented
widespread use of this system.
If you think the 21 million kids,

^

which will be lost in the year of
1984, are worth a few moments of
concern, there is a very effective
way you can help salvage their
very lives. Simply exercise your
citizenship and write a brief note to
your senators, care of the Senate
Office Building, Wash., D.C. Ask
them to support the Human Needs
and World Security Bill. This
legislation allocates $250 million to
Third world health care -and
related development efforts. This
amount. $1 per American over the
next year, is an almost unnoticeable sum when compared to
the billions of "security" aid we
presently give.
Here at home we obviously have
many domestic problems deserving our attention, but at least here
most of our children make it to
adulthood.
Dick Fister
105 Terrel Dr.
Elsmere, Ky. 41018
(606 I 342-9909

looking back
Ten years ago
fessor at Murray State College, will
Mrs. ha N. Dunn has been apspeak on May 30 at the MSC Alumpointed postmaster at Hazel to sucni Banquet. ceed Neville P. Perry who retired
New.officers of the Zeta Departin December.
ment of the Murray Woman's Club
Newly elected officers of the
are Mrs. James H. Boone, Mrs.
Calloway County Council on Drug
Don Keller, Mrs. A.B. Crass and
Education are Steve Durbin, Dan
Mrs. Mary Beth Valentine.
Meador, Cynthia Hart, Lucille
Mrs. Hallet Dunn gave the lesson
Ross. Tom Turner and Johnny
on "Indoor Lighting" at the
Bohannon.
meeting of the North Murray
Births reported include a boy to
Homemakers Club at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Summers
Mrs. Bailey Riggins.
on April 16.
Brights of Paducah will open a
Thirty years ago
One hundred and ninety-six
new store on the west side of the
seniors and graduate students have
court square in downtown Murray,
Jo Clete Williams received her
applied for degrees for the May
Master's degree in secondary
commencement at Murray State
education in spring commenceCollege.
Holmes Ellis spoke about "Farm
ment exercises at Murray State
University,.
Income" at a meeting of the MurNew officers of Gamma Gamma
ray Rotary- Club at the Murray
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi are LibWoman's Club House. He was inby Conley, Candy Jenkins, Linda IrOduced by D.L. Divelbiss. club
Rogers, Beverly Brittain, Frances
president.
Garrison, Edna Vaughn and
'Approximately 30 local men who
have been attending a series of
Patricia Nesbitt.
leadership training meetings for
Twenty years ago
Dr. Harry Sparks, head of the
Adult Scout Leaders at Murray
ducation Department, Murray
State College for the past few
State College, will deliver the comweeks will participate in an overmencement address at Calloway
dight Scout Training Camporee
this -weekend at the Boy Scout
County High School.
Reservation on Kentucky Lake.
KristietAnne Kemper, senior at
MarrayCotlege titgtufttrooria oneas-officers-et- theausiness Guild of Christian
of 16 finalists in the University of
Women's Fellowship of First ChrisKentucky Student Forum's
"Outstanding High School Speech
tian Church were Miss Margaret
Student of Year" competition_ .
Campbell, Mrs. Kirk A. Pool and
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue. director of
Mrs. Barney Weeks. This was at,a
George C. "Marshall Research - meeting at the home of Mrs 0,B.
Center ;Ind fnrmor history proBoone.
,
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\Irs, Barker speaker Allniversar
for the UDC Chapter
Mrs. William Barker
spoke on the "Childhood
of Jefferson Davis" at
the April meeting of the
J.N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy held
at the home of Mrs. Inez
Claxton.
The speaker said
"although much is
known of his career, not
too much knowledge is
known of his boyhood.
He was born in Fairview, the youngest of 10
children and was much
indulged by all his
family.

return home until he
was 12. Later he was
sent to Transylvania
where he graduated and
then got his appointment to West Point.
"He was a
mischievous child, and
being of a sunny disposition made many friends.
This helped him later to
become president of the
Confederacy," Mrs.
Barker added.
Mrs. Claxton, vice
president, presided and
served refreshments to
the members present.
"Soon after his birth
New officers will be
the family moved to installed at the meeting
Mississippi, but at the on Wednesday, May 15,
age of seven, he was at 1:30 p.m. at the home
sent back to school in of Mrs. Leonard
Kentucky and did not Vaughn.

Airs. 11 Midni

Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY $ 1

Emmert-Loderi.vows
to be said on June 2
Plans have been completed for the wedding
of Miss Shelia Emmert,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Roger J. Emmert
of Murray, to Fred N.
Loden, sod'of Mr. and
Mrs. George Q. Loden of
Houston, Texas.
The ceremony will be
Saturday, June 2, at 1:30
p.m. at the First Christian Church, Murray.
John Dale will officiate

49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
Von can I ,.at this svi•ll at home for this pi'C,'.
lare •• •a,

Bring Your Friends
And SAVE MONEY!!!
10°. OFF ALL
LADIES APPAREL
AT THE REGISTER

Ladies Shoes
ONLY If You Buy 3 Pair
1st Pair 1700
2nd Pair '6" $18" For 3 Pr.
3rd Pair 15" Or 6 Pr. $30"
Split
Kangaoo
s Adults
Leather
Kids
a
$1495
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Let Us Do Your Alterations

Captain D's
ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPECIAL

Battered Fish Only

$399
Wednesday Only
4-10 p.m.
It
"

Captain D's.
a great little seafood place
111 N. 12th

Top records
;innounced
Best-selling records of
the week of May 13 based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide
survey were as follows:
1. "Hello," Lionel'
Richie
2. "Against All Odds,"
Phil Collins
3. "Hold Me Now,"
The Thompson Twins
4. "To All The Girls
I've Loved Before," Iglesias & Nelson
5. "Let's Hear It For
The Boy," Deniece
Williams
6. "Love Somebody,"
Rick Springfield 7. "You Might Think,"
The Cars
8. "Footloose," Ken4y
Loggins
9."Oh Sherrie," Steve
Perry
10. "Head Over
Heels," The Go-Gos

How do you registei
your china, silver and
crystal? It's SitlipIt''
Come to Furche),
Jewelers Qheof ci,'
trained Bridal Cc'
illtants will as.ott
choosing t,
i),Ittesns you liise
1 Ill
Lyrae
tn,
ndines, the met ,
and number.
have chosen, and tr
arldres4 to which v(
want your 9,"
delivered You
,?at obligated lb 1) ,
,- n y‘th ip g
t)
Registry
simi
makes it eas
vour friends
vat, a gift you rea
1 van/
And
have a gift for 1,
Oil registe,

FISH DINNER

I

at the double ring
ceremony.
Music will be
presented by Mrs. Larrie Clark, organist, and
Karen Jagoe of
Owensboro, vocalist
Miss Emmert has
chosen her sister, Mrs.
Russell Murphy of Murray, as her matron of
honor.
Bridesmaids will be
Mary Jo Dennison of
Lodisville. Cindy Burns
of Steele, Mo., and Liz
Peters of Houston,
Texas.
Mr. Loden will have
Johnny Joy of Hope,
Ark., as best man.
Groomsmen will be
Henry Sanger of
Hickman and Russell
Murphy of Murray.
The guest register will
be kept by Teals. Shults
of St. Louis, Mn'.
The wedding will be
directed by Mrs. Mack
Bushart.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding.

753-9383

r----- BONUSCOUPON

Mr. and Mrs. Rob McCallon, Rt. 2, Murray,
will be honored with a
reception in celebration
of their 25th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
May 20.
The event will be
hosted by their children
and will be from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Fellowship
Hall of the Kirksey
United Methodist
Church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. McCallon were married
May 15, 1959, at the Oak
Grove Baptist ...Orurch
parsonage. The
ceremony was performed by the late Rev. M.C.
King.
Mrs. McCallon, the
former Linda Cooper, is
the daughter of the late
Hafford Cooper and
Zitell Morton Cooper of
Hazel.
Mr. McCallon is the
son of Mrs. Nitaree
Brewer McCallon of
Murray and the late
Hoyt McCallon.
They have one son,
Randy, 23, a 1984
graduate of Lambuth
College, Jackson, Tenn.,
and one daughter, Mitzi,
a sophomore at Murray
State University.
•

11.0.1).F, plans meeting
. H.O.P.E. (1:lypoglycemics of Paducah Encouraged) will meet Thursday, May 17, at 7 p.m.
in the library of Grace Episcopal Church,
Paducah. David Cooper from the Mental Health
Department will' discuss "How To Manage
Stress." Anyone having hypoglycemia (low
blood sugar) or those interested are welcome to
attend, said Kay Moore, phone 1-554-9681.

ennIS 1)1;11- Thursday
Group A of the Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club will play Thursday, May 17, at 9:30 a.m.
at the club. The lineup is as follows: Court One —
Sue Overbey, Judy Carroll, Peggy Billington and
Rainey Apperson; Court Two — Joni Billington,
Patsy Oakley, Shirley Hamra and Gayle Foster;
Court Three — Brenda Marquardt, Emmy Edwards, Shelia Farmer and Jeannetta Wilham:
Court Four — Sharon Wells, Andrea Hogancamp, Nancy Whitmer and Carol Boaz.

Hazel luncheon Saturday
The annual luncheon for the Hazel Senior
Citizens, sponsored by the Hazel Woman's Club,
will be Saturday, May 19, at noon at the Hazel
Community Center. All senior citizens are invited to attend, according to a spokesman for the
club.

Camera club plans trip .
The Murray-Calloway County Camera Club
will take a field trip to the area around Hurricane Mills, Tenn., on Sunday, May 20. The
group will meet at 8 a.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library to form carpools to go to the area.
All interested persons are invited to attend.

Fair to be on Friday
The annual Senior Citizens Fair will be Friday,
May 18, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Ellis Community Center. This is one of the events in observance of Older Americans Month, according to
Tripp Thurman, director of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens. Events will include arts
and crafts, bake sale, door prizes, tickets sold on
quilt to be given away, white elephant sale,
games, drinks, popcorn, etc. This special project
is for the public of the community who are urged
to attend, Thurman said.

Present Iniscoupon tor$200oft Captain's ValuePock ci Thrift Pock.
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Soccer meeting Thursday
The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will meet Thursday, May 17, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Barkley Room, Curris Center, Murray State
University. This is for all players, parents,
coaches and interested persons, a spokesman
said.

Tea planned for Bebbers
A household tea for Glen and Sandy Bebber
and two sons, Jody, 10, and Casey, 5, whose home
on the Independence Church Road was recently
destroyed by fire, will be on Sunday, May 20,
from 1 to 3 p.m. in the meeting room of West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. For
more information persons may call Mary Kay
Kirks, phone 753-5808 or 753-8890.

Kelley McCarty, on list
Kelley McCarty, daughter of Carol Salmon,
1511 Story Ave., Murray, has been named to the
Dean's List at the University of Kentucky, Lexington. A sophomore majoring in economics and
accounting,she also received special recognition
for her accomplishments in economics this year.
She plans to attend law school at UK.

Alelinda Long enrolled
Melinda Kay Long of Murray is enrolled for
the 1984 Spring Quarter at the University of Tennessee at Martin, according to Paul Kelley,
associate dean of admissions and records.
Kimberly Rae Crowell from Benton also is
enrolled.

Stacy Fulton graduates
Stacy Ann Fulton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Fulton, Murray, is among the 1.186 candidates for degrees for the spring semester at
The University of Mississippi, University, Miss.
She will receive the bachelor of business administralion degree at commencement
ceremonies on Saturday, May 19.

Pete Lancasr, of Murray, Ky., lost 17
lbs. in only 3 weeks Pete says,"I really
didn't feel as if I was on a diet at all. In
fact, I've probably never eaten better in
my life. Will I have fried chicken
again?...You bet, but not every day,
because I've learned how to eat. When
you decide to lose weight, I suggest you
do as I did...call Diet Center.''
Women lose 17-25 pounds in just 6 wks
at Diet Center...but men lose weight at
an even foster rate on a program
specifically formulated to meet their
nutritional needs.
Coll today for free consultation.
Diet Center Hours
7:00-12;30
2;30-5;30 M-F
10:00-12:00 Sat.
Hwy. 641 N. The Village

7 ANC 111:

Counselors:
Patty Mahoney
Sandy Fulton
Sue Sills

113 S. 4th

chestnut et. 75541314

*ea

The Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will haVe
Its monthly campout on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, May 18 to 20, at the campground at
Kenlake State Park. A potluck supper will be
served Saturday at 6 p.m. at the campsite of
Hugh and LaRue Wallace, wagon masters.

"IT ISN'T JUST FOR WOMEN.

IIIIMININ4•111,114=111=1411MMUJ

•

Camping club plans event

DIET CENTER
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Coining community
Tuesday, May 15
Murray Elerrpentary
PTO -will meet at -7:10
p.m. in All-Purpose
Room of Robertson
Center.
---Quilt Lovers will Meet
at 6 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.
-- Retirees of Local 1068
of UAW-AFL-CIO and
other locals will meet at
5:30 p.m. for a covered
dish supper in
Fellowship Hall of First
Christian Church.
---Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
,Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at -Health Center.
---Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
LOCai hatipiral
iiSrS par/Cr/LS
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday, May 9, was 100
adults and five in
nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Link,
parents, Vivian and
; Earl, Box 484, Mayfield.
DisMissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Nitaree
Bowland, 1508
Clayshire; Mrs. Eva L.
Moreland, 801 Vine St.,
Fulton; Mrs. Joetta
Conner, Rt. 5, Benton;
Miss Sharon L.
Jankowski, Hester Hall;
*Ars. Priscilla A. Hudson,420 Jones St., Paris,
Tenn.; Miss Shauna B.
Darnell, 201 North 13th
St.;
Mrs. Wendell D.
Yearry, Rt. 1, Almo;
- Douglas P. Coakley, Rt.
3, Calvert City; Miss
Lore B. Landoll, Box
998, Murray; Miss
Dorothy- S. Loftin, 204
South 15th St.;,
Miss Patty L. Allbritten, c/oJ. Allbritten,
Memphis, Tenn.; Jim S.
Cook, Rt. 1, Farmington; Mrs. Luna A.
Cook, Rt. 1 ,
Farmington;
Mrs. Lowes E. Coats,
Rt. 1, Midway; Charles
G. Schultz, 808 Central,
'Mayfield; Mrs. Treva
Moffitt, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Mrs,„Mae N. Goodwin,
H-3 Southside Manor;
Mrs. Mildred C. Colley,
Farmington; Mrs.
Clara Lavenia Stewart,
Rt. 6;
Mrs. Lucille Darnell,
Mills Manor Nursing
Home, Mayfield; Floyd
Franklin, Rt. 1, Wingo;
Mrs. Mancy Balentine,
Rt. 3;
Walter D. Ocholik, 307
North 10th, St.; Mrs.
Qortha D. Childress, Rt.
1, Hardin; Mrs. Bertha
Lovins (expired), Rt. 7.
Census atthe MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
May 10, was 99 adults
and five in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Yoder,
parents, Julia and
Elwood. Rt. 1, Paris,
Tenn.;
Baby Boy Barber,
parents, Tam mie and
Charles, Rt. 1
Mayfield;
Baby Girl McKendree, parents, Melissa
and Roy, Rt. 7, Murray.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Linda Kay Green
and baby girl, Hardin;
Bobby G. Cash, Rt. 1,
Clinton; Mrs. Pamela
G. Ruddle, 506 South
11th St.;
Mrs. Teresa A. Mathis
and baby girl, Rt. 3,
Benton; Miss Reva G.
Turner, 903 North 16th
St.; Mrs. Sheila M.
Vaught, 100
Valleywood;
Mrs.,N. Omeda Irvin,
Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Anita
A. Smith, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; Miss Rebeccp
Ann Grider, Box 80,
Junction City;
Mrs. Linda F. West
and baby girl, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; Mrs. Cathy J.
Delk, 1004 Access.
Paris, Tenn.; Elvis F
Overby, Dexter; J.1.
Patton, Rt. 1, Hazel; •
Gaar W. McClain, 500
Kentucky Ave.; Everett
F. Hubbs, Rt. 2, Gilbertsville; Mrs. Betty E.
Boesel, Rt. 5; Bunn C.
Swann (expired), 1323
Poplar St.

•

Tuesday, May 15
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m atlodge hail.
---Murray Optimist Club
is scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Homeplace
Family Restaurant.
----

eVentS irc

Wednesday, May 16

Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. in western portion of Livestock and
Exposition Center.
---Murray State
Murray Toastmasters
will meet at 6:59 p.m. at Libraries will be open
Western Sizzlin from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
---Restaurant. For inforNoel Market Craft
maton call 759-9926 or
wnrifshnp will be a.r 6• Ria
4594065,-7,, _
p.m. at First Christian
Parents Anonymous Church.
---will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Kentuelty- ?arm For information call
762-2504, 753-4126, worker Programs, Inc.,
will meet at noon at
753-8987 or 762-2661.
Country Crossroads
---Skating party for Restaurant at Hardin.
---North Calloway PTC
-F irst United
will be from 6 to 8 p.m.
at Roller Skating of Methodist Church Men
will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
Murray.
the social hall of the
---Murray. State church.
---Libraries will be 4..men
Thursday, May 17
from 8 a.m. to 4:30p.m.
Wadesboro
---Wednesday, May 16
Homemakers Club will
J.N. Williams Chapter meet at 1 p.m. at Sirloin
of United Daughters of Stockade.
the Confederacy will
---meet at 1:30, p.m. at
Temple Hill Chapter
home of Mrs/ Leonard No. 511 Order of the
Vaughn.
Eastern Star will meet
,
at 7:30 p.m. at .lodge
.
Hazel and Douglas hall.
Centers will be open
Woe MOP OPP •olo.

--.-

\Vacic.cht)ro club
Two lessons were
presented at the April
meeting of• th-e
Wadesboro
Homemakers Club held
at the Sirloin Stockade.
"Create A Space For
Outdoor Living" was
the lesson presented by
LaVerna Hardie.
Paula Palmer
discussed "Kinds of
Cheese and Serving
Tips."
The landscape notes

Meeting of North PTC
has been Lhangd tu
May 21 at 7 p.m.
----M urray-Ca4loway
County Soccer Association will meet at 7:30
p.m. in Barkley Room,
Curris Center, Murray
State Unixersity.
---Calloway County
Association fox.Retarded Citizens will have a
potluck supper at 6:30
p.m. at the new
W.A.T.C.H. building.
---H . 0 . P
E .
(Hypoglycemics of
P.R.achemb _ Es10-011Taged
Will meet at 7 p.m. at
Grace Episcopal
Church Paducah.
---West Kentucky Lupus
Chapter will meet at 7
p.m. in Classroom Two
of Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
---.- Men's Stag Night will
be at 6:30 p.m. at Murray Country Club. In
charge will-be Jerry McCallon, E.K. Stacey, Anthony Fike and Larry
Clayton.
---Murray State University Libraries will be
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.

were given by Betty
Palmer. Paw
Bed well,--pr•-eside nt
preed._
Other members pre:
sent were Gusta Conner,
Gladys Mitchell, Dixie
Palmer, Elaine Collins
and Ruby Burchett. Two
guests were Elizabeth
Clayton and Timothy
Palmer.
The club will meet
May 17 at 1 p.m.- atSirloin Stockade.

1'-%(I; 5

, Thursday, May 17
Thursday. May 17
Alcoholics ,Baptist Church.
nuriymuu-S and AlAnon will have closed
Senior Adults of First
Day Camp 1984 for the Murray
meetings at 8 p.m. at Baptist Church Will
Scouts will
First Christian Church. have a potluck luncheon - -be the-week-of June 4-to 1--a
-Murray Scout -Cabin, Sharpe Street, Murray. •
Benton. For information at noon at Fellowship
Donna Whitfield will be the director and Judy
call 753-0061, 762-3399, Hall.
Jones will'be registrar for the camp.
753-7764, 753-5094, or
---The schedule is as follows: •
753-7663.
Carol Poe Group of
.••• Monday, June 4 - 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. with ac---First. Baptist Church
tivities to be folk art. Each one should bring a
Open water scuba div- Women will meet at 7
sack lunch and plastic cup;
ing certification course p.m. in church parlor.
will start at 6 p.m. in
Tuesday, June 5 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. with ac---tivity to be trip to Camp Bear Creek. Bus will
Room 105, Carr Health
Senior citizens acleave at 9:15-a.m.Irak games and cookout will
Building, Murray State. tivates will be from 10
be at camp;
For information call a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
v• Wednesday. June 6 - 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. with
762-6835 or 753-6811.
and Douglas Centers
activities to be folk skits and puppets. Each one
-and from 10 a.m. to 3
should bring a sack lunch and plastic cup.
The Single Connection p.m. at Ellis Center.
•
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Thursday, June 7 - 9 a.m. to noon with
---.Scare mit-alio/1' Pluilaing,
mpanrcri - visit-from 11 a.m. to noon.
sturray--elvitan
Special -interests will incIude- badge
First United Methodist is scheduled to meet at 7
songs and dance, hikes, Olympic games and arts
Church. .For informa- p.m. at Homeplace
and crafts.
.
tion call 436 -217_1--_
miry_ RaRt.a.marg„,_
Mrs. Whitfield said parents and leaders are
7534701 or 753-6654.
needed to help with the camp.
---AlSha Mu Chapter of
The registration deadline is Monday, May 21.
Murray Women of the Epsilon Sigma Alpha
Scouts may mail registration form and fee to
Moose will meet at 7 will meet at 7 p.m. in
Donna Whitfield, Rt. 1, Box 70, Murray, phone
p.m. at lodge hall. •
home of Mrs. Don
759-4004, or Judy Jones, Rt A, Box 518, Murray,_
---Fleming.
phone 753-0200.
Home Department of
---the Murray Woman's
Club will have a luncheon at 1 p.m. at Holiday Inn.
---Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gateway
Re•staurant,
Draffenville.

‘
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Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at -First

We would like to announce thatRenee
Olen, bride-elect of
Mark Kennedy has
selected her china
iteryslaTredm our
-re-kfstry
Their w-eddittg will
he June 2
,
•
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QUITTING"
BUSINESS
CLOSING OUR OUR ENTIRE $125,000 INVENTORY
EVERYTHINGS REDUCED! NOTHING SOLD AT REGULAR PRICE!!
DO NOT MISS THIS RARE OPPORTUNITY!!

Flowers
05

NI 51 Ii, (9041

GIRL
SCOUTS

cntral
..t.,ong virtr r

11.C31*.ti

II I •I/%1

innounced

Thursday. May 17

from 10 a.m. to
for acfrvities by senior
citizens.
---Ladles day golf will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Murray
Country Club.
---Ladies day events will
be golf and bridge at
9:30 a.m. and luncheon
at noon at Oaks Country
Club.

Mit s

4th 753-4320

EVERY YARD OF FABRIC
"'MOM STORE NOW

BACK AGAIN FOR SPRING/SUMMER

MANUFACTURES SALE
Wholesale
Women's Fashions

Up To 70% Off
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
MAY 18 & 19
HOURS: 9:00 A.M. until 7.00 P M , FRIDAY
9:00 A.M. until 5:00 P.M., SATURDAY
HOLIDAY INN BANQUET ROOM
MURRAY, KY.

SPRING DESIGNER LINEN SKIRT SUITS
LINED
Sizes 56 to 17 18
Colors: Kelly. Taupe, White Red, Rose Maize. Oyster
Regular $ 120 00$ A
BOTH PIECES FULLY

99 46 99

i
1

GANT BRAND SPRING COTTON BLOUSES
Regular $32 00 $38 00

Easy Street, Stuffed Shirt, Jean d Pierre
and Lady Arrow Blouses
Regular $26 00 $40 00 '9.99-'16.99

Palmentto Cropped Pleated Pants,
with Belt
Regular $32 00

Aileen & Red Eye Sportswear
Shorts & Tops
Regular $18 00
Lord Issac Striped Jeans and

Slacks

SAVE 40%

Spring Madras Blazers. Brand Name
Fully Lined
Regular $65 00

DESIGNER SWIM SUITS 11 &2 P C )
CODE OF CALIFORNIA SASSAFRAS, SEAFASHION AND DIPPERS

'14.99

Regular $28 00 $40 00

ALL
NOTIONS

ALL
CRAFTS

1/2

1/2

PRICE

PRICE

"18.99

Regular 534 00

New Sasson Striped and Mesh Shirts
Regular $2800
7.99

Hang Ten Brand Sportswear
Shorts, Slacks and Tops
Regular $ 12 00 $3400

Short Sleeve Polo Look Alike Knit
Tops With Emb on Front
Bright Colors

/1 cIFF
t2
Po1/20ANDFFt

WE HAVE MORE BRAND NAME MERCHANDISE THAN EVER BEFORE
COMPARE THESE PRICES AND SAVE'

HOLIDAY INN MOTEL BANQUET ROOM

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

OVER 6,000 SELECTED

PATTERNS

2/3 OFF

ENTIRE BALANCE OF STOCK

PATTERNS

1/3 OFF

ALL'FIXTURES MUST

BE SOLD

MANY ITEMS REDUCED EVEN MORE THAN 5O°0

<,
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AROUND THE HOUSE

Mi.irray Ledger & Times

New designs in furniture expected to come HOMES FOR AMERICANS
Americans shopping
for furniture may find it
a refreshing experience
in the coming months.
Indications at the
recently concluded
semi-annual furniture
market in High Point,
N.C., are that consumer
wishes are being taken
into account by
manufacturers eager to
convert an upturn • in
housing construction into more sales for new
'furniture.
Manufacturers of
wood furniture have
tended to divide- it by
style, offering some
groups in each style.
category. Typically
these include:
American or European
traditional. French.
18th-century, oriental
.and contemporary.
When sales in one style
start to go down, it is
usually considered time

to offer something new
in that classification.
Today, however, says
Thomas G. Tilley, sales
manager of the traditions division of
Thomasville Furniture
Industries, some companies are taking a new
approach. Instead of
giving people more of
what they don't want
and aren't buying, they
look for what is selling
to develop new
furniture.
Thomasville's new
American country
group shown at the
market (which introduces the new styles
for the coming season to
retailers and the press)
was created after
analysis showed that the
company's sales of
country furniture have
more than doubled in
the last three years.
The "Santa Fe" col-

president of Universal
Furniture Industries,
noted that today's home
furnishings customers
were the most
sophisticated and
knowledgeable ever.
When buying traditional
furniture, such people
often seek pieces with
more integrity and
authenticity, he said.
Perhaps this helps account for the continued
Besides the country zrowthof
category, other impor-.. reproductions.
.
tant trends in new wood
The Kittinger Co.,
furniture include more
of the modern. unor- solicting new retailer
namented, high-sheen business for the first
lacquer style introduced time in recent memory
in Europe and authentic according to company
president Fred M. Battreproductions.
Speaking at one of a son, showed 16 of its
round of industry best-selling replicas
panels, Ron Hahn, from six historic

lection combines
Spanish, English and
Mexican design themes.
Some pieces carry the
theme's romance, while
others would go with
almost any medium brown wood furniture.
That's because
new
furniture usually has to
to with what people
already have," explained Tilley.

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
•eprese nt,ng

American and International Traveltime

14 Pound Box
of 100°. Pure

-

Ground Bee

Brown Thompson 3 Lb. Box

Sausage

$447

Smoked By The Piece

Jowl
Baby Limas

Box

Frosty Acres Ford Node

Limas

99c
$1899
$2389
lb

Acres

20

20 Lb. Box

Choice Sides of Beef $ 1 39
215 To 300 Lb.
Cut, Wrapped & Frozen
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Sinking finishing nails requires
practice. skill and wood filler

It's Cook-Out Time Again

Frosty

ti

tc

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatares
Q. — For the first time
I have a project coming
up that will involve driving finishing nails below
the surface of the wood.
Can you give me some
tips? What size nail sets
are required? How far
below, the surface
should the nailheads be
driven? I assume- a

For all your T -ovel Reservations Coll

2
a

restorations and
museums.
The pieces — copies
made by Kittinger to the
exacting standards of
museums and restorations such as Colonial
Williamsburg, Newport,
R.I., and the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts —
were formerly sold
mainly through
designers and at the
museums. Now Kittinger is following the
lead of others in "mass
marketing these pieces.
The Baker Co. added
to its Stately Homes Collection, this time selecting 12 pieces to
reproduce from Irish
castles. John Widdicomb also presented a
collection of authentic
replicas.

LB.

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO.

7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
107 N. 3rd St.
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

wood filler is used to fill
the openings left by the nailheads.
A. — You should
always keep about three
nail sets in your home
workshop or wherever
you do your woodworking. Select a size that is
just a tiny bit smaller
than the nailhead you
are using. Drive the nail
below the surface to a
depth. equal to the
diameter of the
nailhead; it isn't essential in most cases to be
accurate to a 32nd of an
inch. After you have
hammered in two or
three nails, you will get
the knatk of stopping as
,orpoon as the nail gets a
little below the surface.
Yes, a wood filler should.
be used to fill the
recesses. Remember
that you don't use a nail
set until the head of the
nail is slightly above the
wood's surface.
--Q. — I read your article about repairing furniture using shellac
stick to fill mars in the
wood. I've looked in the
stores here and no one
seems to have ever
heard of it nor do they
know where it can be
bought. Could you
please inform me where
I can obtain 1t7
A. — Sometimes the
shellac sticks come with
furniture repair kits and
sometimes they are sold
separately. Anybody
who has never heard of
it has never done much
wood repairing. A wellstocked home center or
the hardware section of
one of the large department stores usually carries either the separate
sticks or the furniture
repair kits with the
sticks in them. Also,
many artists materials
stores sell them. A sure
bet is one of the mail

Niel Noma cellar graining

order wood finishing
supply houses such as
ConstantinP'Q
2050
Eastchester Road,
Bronx, NY 10461, and
Craftsman Wood Service Co., 2729 South
Mary St., Chicago, IL
60608.
--Q. — Our laminated
counter-top- in the'--kW
chen is coming loose.
My husband has reglued
and rolled it and put
clamps on it for several
days, but it will not hold
permanently, We are
senior citizens on a
limited income and
would like to avoid getting a new counter top.
Any solution?
A. — If it keeps coming unglued, it may be
that your husband is
putting the new
adhesive on top of the
old, which must be
scraped off before
anything can be done.
Another probability is
that he is not using the
proper adhesive. Let
him try contact cement,
in which case no clamps
will be necessary,
although rolling the
laminate and putting
some weights on it, such
as books, will aid in producing a secure bond.
Most people find that,
when the cement has
been applied and allowed to dry a bit, as per the
instructions on the
label, then rolled, even
the weights are not
required.
--Q. — I saw your reply
to a reader saying that,
when you cut glass or a
window pane, you can
smooth t)'ie edge with
sandpaper and a little
oil. I have a solution that
always works. When I
cut a piece of glass and
want to smooth the
edge. I use another
piece of scrap glass and
rub it over the cut corners at about a 45
degree angle for a few
strokes back and forth.
It takes off the sharpness immediately.
A. — Thanks.
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THE CENTRAL CORE OF THIS HOUSE Consists of a living room, dining room, and kitchen which -flow from'one
-well defined. To the
spate to artattz/Land- yet eaeh
right of the core is the bedroom wing which has 'three
bedrooms and two baths. Plan HA1256H has 1,340 square
feet. For more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to Homes for Living, 107-40 Queens
Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375.
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Reducing size for owners
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeahires
In an effort to cut
down on building costs
and make new houses
affordable for families
who cannot handle the
financing, some
builders are reducing
the amount of habitable
square footage.
The easiest way to accomplish this is to cut
down on the sizes of the
rooms. Some people find
this unacceptable,
preferring to have fewer
good-sized rooms rather
than more smaller ones.
But-for those who need a
certain number of
rooms to accommodate
their families, there is
no choice.
What builders — and
architects — can do to
mike living in confined
spaces easier to take is
to give some thought
ahead of time to making
the rooms seem larger.
Also, the ingenious use
of patios and outdoor
spade can make up in
.some measure for small
indoor rooms.
Two design experts at
United States International University at San
Diego, Calif., Dr.
Donald Smith and Netter Worthington, agree
that some fairly easytodo design tips can
make a difference
regardless of whether
the builder did his part

II
la

ckiring construction. can find a house with
They offer soThe visual small rooms but high
decorating pointers if ceilings, "theL,,can
you have a house or , make all the difference
apartment with small in the world in giving a
residence a contemrooms. They suggest:
— Using light colors on porary and liveable
look."
walls and ceilings.
—Avoiding patterned
wallpaper, furniture
and carpets.
— Using mirrors to
give an illusion of space
and to reflect light.
—Using furniture that
is in scale with the size
of the room.
"You can be comfortable or uncomfortable
in the same space at the
same cost. It's all a matter of design," says.
Worthington. He notes
that low intensity colors
are calming and that
poorly selected fluorescent lighting can
sometimes be irritating.
Smith's suggestions
for opening up small
rooms include such
possibilities as skylights
or indirect lighting.
"Color is important," he
says. "You can use it to
create an illusion of
space." He adds that
colors like red on the
walls will make small
rooms seem even
smaller.
Smith's other recommendations include
choosing neutral colors
for walls to make them
appear to recede. He
urges that, when you
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If a ceiling is low, you
can make it seem higher
by painting it a light color. By the way, paint
sometimes dries to a different color or shade
than when it is wet. If
you want a good idea of
how the paint will look
when dry, brush a little
of it on a clean, white
blotter. The blotter will
quickly absorb the wet
gloss and show how the
paint will be when it is
dry.
You can make
something in a room
stand out if you paint it a
far different color from
the dominating color.
Conversely, if you want
something in the room
not to be noticed, paint it
the same color as the
walls. This would be the
case, for instance, if you
didn't want a radiator,
with or without a cover,
to be conspicuous.
A small living room or
family room will seem
larger if it has sliding
glass doors leading to a
deck or patio. Providing
views is one way. a
builder can make small
indoor spaces seem
larger.
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MONDAY-THUAR'
SIDAY

SPECIALS

I 1 LL.v0V YOJ.

/
1
2 Order
$359
Fish Fillets
'All You Can Eat'
Fish Fillets
$499
Above Include Slaw, Hushpuppies, Potato.
Salad Bar 99
( With Dinner

Steak & Shrimp
Dinner

$599

A 5 Oz. Steak With 10 Gulf Shrimp
Served With House Salad, Roll, Potato

Country Dinner
Plate

$359

Choice of Meat N' Three Vegetables
5,

Seven Seas
Restaurant
Highway 641 North

SUBMERSIBLE
CELLAR DRAINER
,
4
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Our NoHands* chaise lounge is not your average lounge chair. Unlike traditional chaise lounges tbat.larce_youlo gel up to
,
adjust them. the NoHandS' chaise automatically adjusts as you change position.
The deep sling raises your legs just to the right height as you sit up or lie back And like all our,Body Glove' chairs its
contoured.back gives you the proper support in any position
. The lightweight steel frame is brazed for extra strength and the exclusive Samson-Gard' finish resists rust, chipping and
scratching The cool and comfortable Super-Tutf: slings come in a variety of decorator colors

$139.95

Basement drainage prob
lems7 Protect your home with
an automatic cellar dramer
from STA RITE Controls
seepage prevents flood
nig' of laundry area recrea
ticin room or basement
storage areas A STA RITE
Submersible Cellar Drainer
operates in the sump
quietly efficiently
can be used to drain ponds
or excavations STA-RITE
UN/ Orman are Sol/
by

Murray Supply CO.
MI I, Mae

7113-33111

PURDOMS INC.

7S3-4141
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WASHINGTON I API literally thousands of
— President Reagan decisions to make,
says he received a pro- many of them comDEAR DR. LAMB
I'm Problem, which you should feel happy In many cases
of posal recently for a plicated
23 years old and diagnosed ask your wife to read. Others depression
by political conthe reason for simplified income
as an insulin-dependent who want this issue can send loss of
tax side ra tions, legal
energy and joy of livform with only two obstacles and the quesdiabetic. Control and main- 75 cents- with a long, ing is related
tenance of my diabetes has stamped, self-addressed changes in the to chemical lines.
tion of fairness that
brain These
become a major concern for envelope for it to me,in care medicines help
The first line said, Reagan's critics are so
to
correct
me and I've given up alcohol of this newspaper, P.O. Box that balance.
"What did you make quick to raise against
and cigarettes.
1551, Radio City Station,
him.
Elavil, like other medi- last year?"
My wife, who was helpful New York, NY 10019.
And the second one
cines
in this group, can
and understanding at first,
Reagan's order is for
Discuss the problem with cause
sedation, dryness of said, "Send it."
now acts as if we should for- your doctor. Perhaps your
what he calls "a com"I'll
be
the
first one to plete
get about it. When I ask Jor doctor can help involve your the mouth, blurred vision,
overhaul of our tax
her opinions she thinks Fm wife in learning about your constipation and low blood admit that there are system to make it more'
pressure
on
good
ways
standing
and bad ways
. Caucrying for sympathy. When I diet requirements and your
fair and provide greater
had an insulin reaction she other problems. If you can't tion should be used in taking of simplifying the tax incenti
ves for everyone
said, "You're acting like a make any headway with that these drugs if a person has code," Reagan said in
to
work,
save and
any
form
of
glaucom
a.
sissy."
his most recent rendiapproach, you both may
How can I make her see I need to seek professional
But the medicine has been tion of a joke that invest."
vtant her to help and under- counseling to resolve the used in thousands of patients always gets him a good
Administration ofstand me and not feel sorry psychological problems. A with generally good -results. laugh from a big crowd. ficials say'the proposa
ls
,for me? I love my wife and continued pattern of •unin- The dosage varies according
But Reagan's pledge they are looking at indon't want her to think I'm a terest and critical com- to the patient's need. Usualto simplify the tax code clude variations of what
crybaby.
ments could indicate a prob- ly the dose is small to start is his one new campai
gn
DEAR READER
with, then gradually
It lem in your marriage.
promise of 1984. And the
could be your wife wants to
inckease
d
to the desired
DEAR DR. LAMB — The
deny your illness. This often -drug Elavil has been in the level-. In--- most- cases- -it's QfficiaLs he told to. come
happens with loved ones. news for the past few years. unwise to stop the drug up with a proposal by
They don't want the ones Would you discuss the pros suddenly; it's better to grad- the end Of the year are
they love to be ill so they and cons of this mood-chang- ually decrease the dosage.
finding they have
simply deny the facts.
ing drug? Two of my friends
In any case, it's important are taking it, but in different
to your health that she face doses. What is the usual
THE 111111 ONE NE MY 0111
reality and understand your
needs. Your diet manage- dose?
DEAR READER — Elavil
ment will be far more diffi-r)
cult if she isn't interested in is one of a group of mediWHIRLPOOL'
`-- -̀' 1B-ATH
your problem. A diabetic cines commonly used to
treat depression. That's why
who takes insulin must have
it and others are sometimes
a fairly consistent diet and
exercise pattern. Otherwise spoken of as mood elevators.
It's similar to other mediregulating the diabetes with
cines used for this purpose,
the right amount and schedcalled the tricyclic anti• A completely self-Contained
ule of insulin is difficult to
portable spa.
depressants.
impossible.
I'm sending you the
It's a very good medicine
• Luxurious contoured seating for four
Health Letter 18-10, Hyper- when used _properly. It:s not
glycemia: The Diabetic something one takes lust to
• Nearly 30 sq ft. of bathing area.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

is known as a "flat-. and would tremendousrate" tax, a system with ly simplify tax work for
only one or very few tax individuals and corporarates and without most tions that now must
of the exemptions ex- make separate calculaclusions, deductions and tions for depreciation,
credits that exist now. capital gains and other
That would help to changes in net worth
eliminate the myriad that may or may not be
tax shelters, loopholes realized in a given tax
and special breaks that year.
work to give one taxHowever, it might
payer favored treat- open a wide range of
ment over another.
new opportunities for
evasion and complicate
They also are con- things somewhat for
sidering what they call a typical taxpayers
who
"consumed income now just keep track
of
tax,- one that would tax their income and would
the money people spepd have to begin keeping
-but not what- they save track or savings and
isr invest. Such a system losses as well.
would encourage saving
Whatever system ad-

Jacuzzi

THE CAMBICY

FORT WAYNE, Ind.
I AP) — Residents here
haven't forgotten what
the people of Hazard.
Ky., did for them two
years ago when floodwaters drove 10,000 people from their homes in
Indiana's secondlargest city.
Hazard residents sent
food and clothing to Fort
Wayne in March 1982.
Beginning' last Friday
afternoon, Fort Wayne
residents began repaying their kindness.
That's when the first
of two vans loaded with
donated goods headed
for Hazard, now a victim of flooding.
In little more than 24
hours, organizers
gathered food, clothing
and other household
items. Radio station
WOWO, which sponsored the drive, said
many of the goods were
new and estimated their
total value at more than
$100,000.
Barbara - J.- Geiger,
promotions manager for

WOWO, said the station
had planned to accept
goods until noon Satur--day Ilut the response
was so overwhelming,
the drive had to be called Friday afternoon.
The first van of goods
left for Hazard at 2:30
p.m.
"I can't believe the
number of people who
came In on their lunch
hour with new stuff,"
Ms. Geiger said.
...:The drive was the idea
of Fort Wayne police officer Paul J. Smith, who
carried a newspaper article on the Hazard
flooding to the mayor's
office. He pointed out
the help Hazard gave
Fort Wayne in 1982 and
told a receptionist the
city should do the same
for Hazard.
Bruce K. Hetrick,
press secretary for
Mayor Win Moses Jr.,
called WOWO about 3:30
p.m. Thursday and
within 10'minutes the
station had announced
the drive.

Short-term treasurN kid*. C011tultIC
(0 increase highest 14% el since 1982
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Yields on short-term
Treasury securities rose
for a third straight week
In Monday's auctions,
hitting the highest levels
since 1982, officials said.
The government sold
$10 billion in new T-bills
— half in three-month
bills at an average discount rate of 10.07 percent, up from 9.99 percent, and half in sixmonth bills at an
average discount rate of

10.40 percent, up from
10.27 percent.
Monday's yields were
the highest since the July 26, 1982 level of 10.56
percent for three-month
bills and the Aug. 9, 1982
level of 10.94 percent for
six-month-bills.
The new discount
rates understate the actual return to investors
— 10.47 percent for
three-month bills and
11.13 percent for sixmonth bills.

Foes of President Marcos led in cart?
unofficial ote returns on 11onda
MANILA, Philippines
AP) — Foes of President Ferdinand E. Marcos led in early, unofficial vote returns from
Monday's violence plagued elections for a
183-member National
Assembly. Fifty-three
people were reported
killed in two days of
election violence.

Complete, official
returns were not expected before sometime
today. But Marcos foes
led in 82 of the races
reported to The
Assotiated Press by independent poll watchers, local reporters or
the government. Progovernment candidates
led in 61.
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Prices Good May 11-17
Convonient Driv• Through Window

T.J.'s Bar111-ja 'n' Burgers
Chestnut St.

ministration officials
come up
may be
combined with some
sort of "value-added"
tax — in effect, a national sales tax.
With bipartisan support fOr a wholesale
rewrite of the tax code
apparently growing —
Sen. Bill Bradley,
D-N.J., and Rep.
Richard Gephardt, DMo, already have introduced a major proposal of their own —
White House and
Treasury Department
officials agreed to
discuss their thinking on
the subject but only .on
condition they not be
named.
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SALE! TRS-80R COLOR COMPUTER 2
AND DISK DRIVE

Get Quick and Easy Access F :.....-. ••- .•
"..
.to Your Programs and Data
.
0 •,• .
. '•
••I•
,••• ..
•• b•
'..'
.
:. :.••• •
J. :.:

. ,.

••,

.

,.,,. . ...... ._ ,

Save RACI90
$50 ‘10-T41./

•L

••••,

Less TV

• Four directionally-adjustable
Jacuzzi' WhirlpoolJets.

Reg. Separate
Items- 599,90

AS LOW AS
s32 PER
MONTH
514.

•16K Color Computer 2 with
Extended BASIC (26-3027)
•Color Disk Drive (26-3029)
Stores 156,000 Characters
•Create High-Resolution
Color Graphics Easily
•Software Available for Word
Processing, Filing, Charts,
Spreadsheets, Budgeting and
Assembly Language Programming

„

%11

In Stock Now
Ready For Delivery

Murray Supply
Co.208 E. Main 753-3361

Develop Your Own Color Disk Programs
or Add Our Ready-to-Run Disk Software

Radio Shack Has it All—From Low-Cost Pocket Computers
to Powerful Desktop Business Systems!
Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Computer
Retailer
CHECK YOUR PHONE BOOK FOR THE PARTICIPATING Raldie nee* STORE
COMPUTER CENTER OR DEALER NEAREST YOU
S a se,,
t ce

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET INC. Offers A

o' C

New Concept In Buying

Introducing Owners Option An Innovative Plan For Financing Your
New Car
•Reduced Payments •Guaranteed Buy Back 'Available Now

OWNER'S OPTION"
AUTO FINANCING
WHAT IS OWNER'S OPTION FINANCING?
A new concept in automobile financing .
.
the very best way to finance your car for
reduced monthly payments and a guaranteed
Buy-Back.
LOWER MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
Owner's Option conserves your wit' by
reducing yourmonthly payments - as much
as 20% or more.
GUARANTEED BUY-BACK.
We guarantee to pay off the Buy-Back
value of your car when' your loan contract
matures'

THREE OPTIONS AT MATURITY.
1 TRADE OR SELL THE CAR - Pay off
the loan and keep any profit!
2. KEEP THE CAR - by financing the final
installment with your lender.
3.RETURN THE CAR - to your lender.
The guaranteed Buy-Back pays off your final
payment.

-r

You pay only for
the portion of
the car's value you use!
Purchase Price

SECURITY..
You have the security of a predetermined
price for your car, with retention of any
appreciation. All the benefits are yours, all
the risk is ours!
WHAT AM I REQUIRED TO DO?
A few things you wouldprobably do with a
new car anyway. Provide normal maintenance; carry proper insurance; drive less than
15,000 miles per year; return car to lender
with,all accessories intact, to activate "BuyBack" agreement.

Guaranteed
Buy-Back Value

Payments On

ANSWERS TO FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT "OWNER'S OPTION"
O. How much down payment is required to qualify?
A. Minimum of 10% of the total selling price of the car, including sales tax, excise tax, dealer
prep

etc.

0. How is the "Buy-Back" value established?
A. By projecting the average price of the car, at maturity of your loan contract, based on historical percent
age values of similar cars in previous years. Since prices-of cars have increased, it is very likely that the Buy-Back value of your car
will be substantially higher than the
Buy-Back value we have guaranteed.
Q. What. if the Buy-Back estimate is wrong?
A. You, the customer, benefit either way. . if the car is worth more. you can sell it and keep the profit,
or trade it for a new car. If the car is
worth less than the Buy-Back value, simply turn it in to the Owner's Option lender.
Ct. Can I trade or sell the car prior to maturity?
A. Yes, you can trade or sell the car, anytime; but, of course, you are responsible for paying off your
account at the time of trade or sale.
a
0. There is -a mileage restriction. Does that mean I will pay for excess mileabe?
A. If the car is worth more than the Buy-Back value at the end of the term of the contract, no.
. this only is a factor if the car is worth less.
You could be required to pay the difference up to 5Co mile
0. Does "Owner's Option" cost more?
A. No, you will realize the benefits of lower payments and the ability to trade cars more frequent
ly. The money you save with lower payments could be invested to offset any increase in finance charges.
Q. Am I responsible for other assessments on the car?
A. Yes, just as in any other transaction, you are responsible for keeping insurance on the car and paying
any taxes or other assessments on
- the vehicle.

SPECIAL

Large Hamburger, L..
French Fries &
1
Med. Drink

l'is)

COMPUTERftadieltsaek
67ENTERS

Radio
Mae*

Kentuckians (muri ng flood problems

.

Tax reform; no simple solutions

He's nota 'crybaby'

Indiana residents repay help from

i—.1)

753-0045

• -a

0. What advantages does Owner's Option have over' closed and open end leases?
A.- Owimer.40ptioncorgpares.favotably with both.-it Alit USG lbacar-in buaineea, both Individu -Tax Credits
al
and depreciation are available
to you. We guarantee the value of
car at the end of your loan contract, and you can purchase (refinance) it for that amount. With
closed Or open end leasing that option is not available.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET INC.
U.S. 641 So.
Murray, Ky.

753-2617
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SPORTS

Miiiray Ledger 81 Times
Chanipimi%hips decided todai

(Hie n se
remains
Tampa
hallmark

Lady Racers, MTSU men'
lead in OVC track meet

TAMPA. Fla.'IAP Defense has carried
Tampa 'Bay through
much of the club's sixgame United States
Football League winning streak, but offense is
still the team's
hallmark.
The Bandits rolled up
511 net yards Monday

!tight _41114 quartArba.r.k.
.John Reaves threw for
of them to pace a
4M-24 vieterry' over--theOklahoma Outlaws
•
before a_crowd of 45.116.
The triiimph boosted
Tampa Bay's record to
9-3. one game off the
pace of first-place Birmingham in the USFL's
Southern Division. The
6-6 Outlaws, meanwhile,
dropped. their third
straight decision.
despite 435 yards of offense of their own.
The contest featured
only one punt - that by
Tampa 'Bay in the secon..d. quarter although interceptions
ended three Oklahoma
drives; a fumble halted
anotfter-and -a-fifth died
when the Ou0aws lost
possession on downs. •
• We thought we could
thrOw on them, so we
did. just to see if they
'cbufd stop
Bandits
Coach Steve Spurrier
said. •'John- Reaves-1• seems, to get better -every week. He's play- '
.ing with a lot of
cOnfidence."
It didn't take Spurrier' •
long to find out how well
• ,
- -We- Oklahoma secon• JR.dary could cope with his •••
• ••••
•
' offensive game plan.
Tampa Say stored On
its first three possessions and by night's end,
Reaves had completed
_ 22
passes. and
thrown for four
' touchdowns. including a
10-yarder to Marvin
_liar vey for .a 28-21
halftime lead.
CLARKSVILLE.
Harvey. a first-year Tenn. (AP) - Eastern
tight end, also caught Kentucky shortstop
TD passes from running Dennis Quigley socked a
back Gary Anderson solo home run to lift the
and .wide receiver Eric Colonels over. Murray
Truvillion - targets for State and Morehead
two of Reaves' scoring State's Drew Hall fannaerials. Spencer ed 13 batters as the
Jackson also caught a Eagles topped Austin
touchdOwn pass and Peay in the opening
Greg Boone ran 1 yard round of the Ohio Valley
for a score.
Conference baseball
We played pretty tournament Monday.
well on offense." said
-Quigley'S -secondSpurrier. "Defensively, inning home run turned
we weren't particularly out to be the gamefired up. If we had been, winner as Eastern Kenthey wouldn't have tucky advanced to Tuesscored .21 points on us." day's „winner's bracket
with a 4-2 decision over
Governors.
the
Pipes &
Murray State, which
Accessories
stranded 13 base run15 Blends of
ners during the contest,
Pipe Tobacco
scored both of its runs in
The Smoke Shoppe
the sixth inning.
614 s. 4th St.
Mike Gargiulo walked
Murray, Fain In;. Bldg.
then went to third on

MURRAY POINTS (Above) Chris Hunt led
a three-place sweep for
the Lady Racers in the
high jump during Monday's Ohio Valley Conference championships
E.4
at Roy Stewart
Stadium. Hunt cleared
5-foot-8 for the first.
place points. (Left)
MSU long jumper Dave
Small splashes down for
his best effort of the
afternoon - a jump of
23-10% - good enough
*1 for third place. In the
{,...background, Middle
relinessee's Dwight
Johnson, the eventual
winner,, stretches prior
to his 25-5 jump which
was the best of the day.
Photos by Jim Rector
s

lee

By JIM RECTOR
second and third.
Sports Editor
Eastern Kentucky
After eight complete retaliated by winning
events, the host Murray the top three positions in
State Lady Racers lead the 1,500 meter run and
the Ohio Valley Con- the top two places in the
ference track cham- 800 meter
.run.
pionships by seven
Last year EKU won
points over runnerup the women's title with
Eastern Kentucky..
177 points followed by
'In the men's division, MSU and Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee is liv- with 172 apiece. In the
ing up to its' pre-meet team standings after
favoritism by leading eight events Monday,
runnerup Murray State, Akron is third with 25
72% to 29, after five points, Austin Peay
events.
fourth with 19 and MidPreliminaries for the' dle Tennessee had eight.
other men's and
In the men's competiwomen's events were tion, pre-meet favorite
conducted Monday Middle Tennessee
afternoon and the finals dominated early by winfor the remaining ning four of the five
.events will be held completed events which
today.
included winning the top
The Lady Racers built three positions in the
their slim, 104-91, ad- 10,000 meter run.
vantage Monday by
Jeff Sims, the OVC
sweeping the top 'three leader in the javelin,
spots in the high jump threw 220-11 his. very
and taking two of the top first effort to easily outthree spots in the 400 distance runnerup
meter hurdles, the Bruce Schmucker of
10,000 meter run, and Akron with 163-5.
the javelin.
_
Dwight Johnson outChris Hunt's 5-8 high jumped Eastern's Larry
jump initiated the MSU White by over a foot,
sweep in that event as 25-5 to 2414, to win the
Jamie Ahrens and Lynn long jump; Steve McGirdlestone cleared 5-4 .Cuiston threw 52-6% to
and 5-2 respectively for beat Murray's Albert

Starnes (48-11) in the
shot; and Jeff Skinner
led teammates Robert
Willis and Danny Green
to the MTSU sweep in
the 10,000 meter run.
Murray State leads a
pack of three teams in
distant pursuit after five
events. MSU has 29 total
points, Ek11 in third has
27 and Akron is fourth
With 24%.
The top three places
in each completed event
include:
K omen
High Jump - (MSC) 1 Chris
Hunt, 2 Jamie Ahrens. 3 Lynn
Girdlestone Shot - IAKI I. Traci@
Haynes. 2,( AK I - Missy Dlrich.
iMSUi Jill Consterdlne 1.500 meter
- IEKUi 1 'Pain Rkglin.-2 Maria
Tazarentsos. 3. Linda Davis Javelin
- MSC I 1 Kathy. Meyer. 2 Janet
Harper, 3 IRK1 Beverly Bobbitt
Long Jump - API I Patricia
Avery. 2. (MT( Angela Harper. 3.
tEK Anna Stewart. 800 meter (EKI 1 Pam Raglin. 2 Marylin
Jolmson, 3 MSC) Phyllis Webber
400 meter hurdles - (MSU) 1. Val
Lemolgnan, 2 I EK rtinda Dowdy.
3 I MSU Kay Holt 10.000 meter tEK I 1 Maria Tazarentros, 2
1 MSU, Linnea Brammer. 3 M St •
Val Cameo. "
Men
Javelin -'
,MTi I. Jeff Sims. 2
( AK( Bruce SChrnucker. 3. I MSU
ht,Pr
- -8141-Ballog. -Long JumpDwight_ JOhnlinn.
AEK,I.. Larry
White, 3 (MSC I Dave Small. Shot IMTI 1 Steve McQuiston, 2 I MSC(
lAlbert Starnes. 3'1'AKI Steve Our.
bish High Jump - 4E1(1 1 Kenny
Wilson, 2 ( AK( Dan Martin. -3.
MSC( Merit Cunningham 10.000
• meter - (MT) 1. Jeff Skinner. 2.
Robert Willis. 3 Danny Gordon

—
curt

Three 'Bred.. muned

Murray must battle back after tourney loss;
Eastern Kentucky,Morehead win first round

Snap Shot
Photo

Lee Hutson's second
double of the game. The
Thoroughbreds then
pushed across successive runs with RBI
singles by Chris Barber
and Rob McDonald.
Brad Evans. 9-2, picked up the victory for
Eastern Kentucky.
Mike Brown, 2-4, was
the loser for Murray
State. Brown went the
distance and struck out
five while walking only
three. He allowed only
three hits in the last
seven innings after giving up four hits in the
first frame.
Morehead State's Hall
upped his record to 9-1
with a six-hit performance in the Eagles' 4-1
victory over Austin
Peay.
The Governors led 1-0
before Morehead State
third baseman John
Miller tied the game
with an RBI single in the
sixth inning.

The Eagles got the
winning run in the
eighth on a RBI single
by left fielder Bob Trimble and got some insurance in the ninth
when second baseman
Keith Dotson hit a tworun homer.
Stacy Sims, 9-3, was
the loser for Austin
Peay.
Today's games had
Murray playing Austin
Peay at 9 a.m. for survival rights in the
loser's bracket. The
winner will play at 3
p.m. against the loser of
the Morehead-Eastern
Kentucky game, also
scheduled for this
morning.
The championship
game will be played on
Thursday.
Although being in the
loser's bracket doesn't
appear to be a good position in the tourney, the
'Breds are familiar with
the adversity of fighting

back. Last year Murray
lost in the opening round
of the tourney then
fought back before losing to Morehead, 11-10,
in the championship
game.
Besides the OVC tournament action, the
league also announced
both All-Conference
teams for the Southern
and Northern divisions.
Murray State placed
three players on the
13-man Southern Division honor squad. Third
baseman David Butts,
first baseman Mike
Gargiulo, and outfielder
Gary Blaine were the
MSU selections.
Butts, a sophomore
BEST THROW - Middle Tennessee's Jeff Sims threw his best throw on his
from Cadiz, Ky., first effort of the day as he won the Ohio Valley Conference javelin event •
averaged .357 with 10
with a toss of 220-11. Sims. the 19/43 champion. won the title last year w•ith a
home runs and 30 RBI. throw Of 208-1.
Photo by JIM Recior
Gargiulo, a junior from
Nutley, N.J.. averaged
.311 with eight homers
and 24 RBI. Blaine, a
senior from Smithland,
INDIANAPOLIS dianapolis 500 winners.
ing the closest race Vi
(Continued on Page 9) (AP)- Gordon
"The race car that I
Indy history_ tire
Johncock, coming off a hadjast year had a lot to
previous year.
year filled with disap- do with it," said
"We just could he-ver
pointment, is more Johncock, referring to
get the car wbrking
relaxed as he prepares the frustrating May he
well,- he said of the Pat
to try for a second time spent at the InPatrick Wildcat that
to join the select group dianapolis Motor Speedplaced 14th here last
of three -time In- way in 1983 after winnyear.
This year Johncock,
47, is driving one of the
"Mr rho Ore 4.41,4
new English -built
Ito 11•10.114.1rdrer• Mon-•
March race cars for the
Patrick Team. And, on
the first of four days of
qualifications for the
May 27 race, he placed
it in the middle of the second row with an
AVAILMILI At
average speed of 207.545
PARIOPATING
Best Western Mayan Inn
aaa ST011111
mph for his four-lap,
Best Western Islander Lodge
10-mile qualification
run.
Acapulco Inn

DAYTONA BEACH

SUPER SAVINGS

Enjoy the best resorts
on the beach with
seasonal discounts
up to 25% OFF.

1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
`
1
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky. 759-9347
OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Give Us An Hour And
We Will Give You A lifetime

$

87

Developing

BEST
BUYSA

Beachcomer Oceanfront Inn
Sheraton Inn
Treasure Island Inn

174; Per Print
I

Johncock aims for 3rd Indy Win

TOLL FREE RESERVATIONS

With This Coupon

800-874-7420

2 PRINTS
FOR THE PRICE
OF ONE!

eit

[
Please rush my copy of the Daytona Beach Fun cAuide
plus information about Oceans Elevens Resorts $o:
Name

Murray Supply Co.

Address
MISOMTS
City.

202$ S. Atlantic Ave.
Daytona Desch Illionsa,ft.320111

State

let-1=6

208 East Main.
733-3361

The veteran driver,
who won here in 1973
and again in 1982, isn't
really satisfied with the
starting position of his
STP-sponsored car.
"I think we should
have been in the Middle
of the front row without
too much trouble," he
said. "I don't know if I
could have beaten Tom(Sneva)--or--not.' but I
should have turned an
average of 208 or 209."
Sneva wort the pole as
the fastest Indy
qualifier with a record
average of 210.029
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Ueberroth hopes to stem `domino' effect of Olympic withdrawals
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The president of the
Los Angeles Olympic
Committee, in the face
of Soviet insistence that
their pullout from the
Summer Games is "irrevocable," says he
hopes to stem the
"domino" effect of
other nations joining the
boycott.
"We owe it to other
athletes from other
countries who want to
be here to try and
reverse" the Soviets' ef-

forts to get others to join
them, Peter Ueberroth
said Monday."We'll use
resources and we'll use
energy because we owe
it to the U.S. athletes."
Ueberroth, also saying he has not completely given up on the
Soviets coming to Los
Angeles, will try to get
them to reverse their
decision at Lausanne,
Switzerland, on Friday,
where the International
Olympic Committee has
called an emergency
meeting. The Soviets

have announced that
they also will attend the
meeting, but their officials insist they won't
change their decision to
stay out of the Los
Angeles Games.
Ueberroth said Olympics officials had
discussed the possibility
of extending the June 2
deadline for declaration
of participation in the
Games, but that decision'remained up to the
IOC.
Asked what he will tell
the Soviets, Ueberroth

replied:
Mongolia,
"We will say some ezechoSTO-Vakla
nice things and we will ‘Afghanistan - followed
say some cooperative the Soviets' lead in
things,but we will also withdrawing from the
say that we were in- Games.
••"sulted by some of the
things (they said), such
"They are trying to inas that we would try to fluence the better part
drug their athletes."
bf the globe," Ueberroth
said of the Soviets - a
Ueberroth also ex- charge that was denied
pressed concern about Monday at a news conthe list of boycotting na- ference by Marat
tions growing. Seven Gramov, chairman of
other countries - East the Soviet Union's NaGermany, Bulgaria, tional Olympic
Vietnam
Lane
Committee.

Gramov also said, ing events in Dzonktnvo-both in Poland.
-Ali principle, are
against all alternative,
A sports official, who
parallel games, or any also spoke on the condiother kind of games tion that he not be idenseen as a counter- tified, said the competibalance to the Los tions would not be held
Angeles Olympics." But at the same time as the
a Polish journalist, who July 28-Aug. 12 Los
requested anonymity, Angeles Games to avoid
says sports officials conflict with the Olynifrom the Soviet Union pi c charter, which
and its allies met last specifically forbids
week to discuss organiz- counter-games.
ing a "countei- :The. U.S. State
Olympics" and decided Department on Monday
instead to divide events took issue with
among Communist Gramov's statement
nations.
that all Soviet complaints about Olympic
Under the plan, box- preparations were "flating competition- would ly rejected" at an April
be held in Poz-nan and 27 meeting in
the pentathlon and fenc- Washington.
-

tate___Depa.rtalent,
Counselor Edward Derwinski said he was
puzzled .by Gramov's
account of what happened. The State Department also took the
unusual step of releasing the text of a document turned over to
Minister-Counselor Victor Isakov of the Soviet
Embassy by Derwinski.
Derwinski said in a
telephone interview he
emphasized U.S. willingness "to cooperate
and communicate" with
Soviet officals on Olympics matters.
"There were no
demands on their part
and therefore no rejections," he

SCOREB6ARD
Ift0She
Your discount • arts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
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%for League Baseball Standings
NATIONAL LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
EAST DIVISION
EAST DIVISION
Boston 'Clemens 0-0i at
W
L • Pct.Ga
W
L
Pd.
GB Cleveland (Heaton 2-2 in
New York - ---711
13 .581 Detroit
-77
5 :VW California
korrianick 3-3 at
Chicago
18 14 .563
44
Toronto
19 13
594 8
Baltimore I Flanagan 2.2 i. in.
Philadelphia 17 .16 .515 2
.Baltimore
19 16
543 94
'Seattle Thomas 3.1. at Detroit
Montreal
17 17 .500 24••
Milwaukee
15 16
484 Ill" - oWilcox 4:0,, in.
St Louis
16
19 .457 4
New York
It 19 .424 • 1341
Oakland (Burris-. 2-1 at New
Pittsburgh
11
1,9 .367 64
Cleveland
12
17
414 1358
York 'Guidry 1.21. in,
WEST DIVISION
Boston
14
20 .412 14
Texas
i Mason 1.1, at Milwaukee
Los Angeles
22 1.
6 .579 • WEST DIVISION
'Sutton 2-2 o. on).
Cincinnati 19 15
558 1
, Minnesota
19 17. .528 Fiansas
City 'Jackson ..0-4. at
SUBSTATE QUALIFIERS - Eleven Murray High track
Atlanta
18 15
545 it, California
19 18 .514
Wagner, Rodney Skinner, (standing) James Kendall
to•
Chicago I Dotson 4-2'. .n
San Diego
18 '16 .529 2
. Jason
team members qualified in the regional meet to represent their
Chicago
17
17.
500
1
Toronto
iStieb
5-01 at litirizieSote
Billing-ton, Dwayne Gammons, John McFeron, and
Houston
14 20
412 6
Oakland
18 -18 .500 1
,..oeuLsiter„1-_1J. in,
Marcus
,
• respective squads in the substate meet. Saturday. at
SanFraneieee 18 21
182 7
Seattle
Cayitt. Not pictured is - Andy Parks. Diana Ridley. the
Fort
- 18 - -360 i
Menday'S Games
only
Campbell. The Tierlrack .members who qualified include
Mania.City
4"
wedneseay
Games
$
Lady Tiger track member to qualify,stands next to MHS
Piftiburgh 3. Houston 2
Texas
12 22 • 353 6'
Coach
(front row, from left) George Moore, Mark Boggess. Tommy
Montreal 7. San Diego 6 10
Jimmy Harrell.
Monday's Games
Toronto at Minnesota .
innings'
Boston 6. Cleveland 1 •
California at Baltimore n
Philadelphia 3. Los Angeles 2
New York 3. Oakland 1.
Seattle at Detroit in
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore 4, California 1
Oakland at New York. In
Houston (Scott 2-1) at Pittsburgh
Detroit 7,4ijeattle 5
Texas at Milwaukee on
Rhoden 3-31. I nl
••• ..1,,VII City 0
Kansas-City at Chicago on oChicago 1Sanderson 4.1) at Cin(Continued from Pg.8)
cinnati (Berenyt 1-4). in;
Atlanta (Barker 3-3) at St. Louis
Andujar 5-3o. mln
Ky., led the OVC with 15 more than 20
runs.
.•
Montreal iSmith 4-24 at San
Morehead pitcher Drew
home runs this season
the rest of the
(Lollar 2-34. In)
AMERICAN LEAGUE
HOME RUNS ',Kingman.
Hall who was the only Diego
while driving in 34 runs Southern Division
Philadelphia .(Koosman 2-5, at
BATTING 170 at bats. Garbey. Oakland, 11. Ripken. Baltimore
all- unanimous selectio
Detron 375. Trammell. Detroit.
n in Los Angeles(Welch 3-3m. ono
with a .330 average.
10, Davis. Seattle. 9; Armes
conference selections eithe
New York (Darling 3-24 at San
„
364,
RLaw. Chicago.-S6i0. Davis.
Boston. 8. Upshaw Toronto.
r division.. Francisco (Robinson 341.
One 'Bred who was included infielders
In)
Seattle. .347, Gatti. Toronto, 347
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Sandberg. Chicago. 9
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TRIPLES' Sandberg. Chicago. 5. (AP) - Fearing the
team to its lease
teams was done by the EasternKy.
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MeGee. St. Louis. 4, Foley. CincinMinnesota Twins might through 1988.
day's 7-2 win over host team of Wilkins-John
We - Brad Evans 19-21 LP - Mike
nati, 3, Oester. Cincinnati. 3.
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The Northern Division Brown 12-41 2B - (11,SUi Lee Hutson Samuel. Philadelphia, 3. Wynne, become the latest
Lone Oak. But three of Mark Hall had to win 9-7 courts, the Lakers
121. Brad Brian (EE HR - 1EKU
won
Pittsburgh. 3_
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the victories came right matches over their foes their third match
of the Year was Dennis Quigley.
Unless the Twins
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HOME RUNS
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Angeles. 51. Carlton. Philadelphia.
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42.
Milwaukee at Boston
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Boston
at Milwaukee
had to survive a 9-8 were decided by 8-6 Christian County.
Choose°. New York 6
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National Hockey league
Wednesday. May 23
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Friday. May
Edmonton 1 N Y Islanders 0
Boston at Milwaukee
Saturday. May 12
NEW YORK (AP
Sunday. May 27
Y Islanders 6 Edmonton 1.
Milwaukee at Boston
.series tied 1 1
The only blemish in an second overall with the two goals, aliU one each
Ryne Sandberg of the
Tuesday, May 15
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Chicago Cubs, who had
WESTERN CONFERENCE'
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Ricers)).
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Los Angeles
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Thursday. May 17 '
Saturday. May 12
S.Y Islanders at Edmonton
Aztecs' record in the beating the Flyers, 7-0.
.448 average last week
Limey Howell, Jennifer
Los Angeles tio Phoenix 14 Los
Saturday May 19
last soccer game of the
and stretched his bat- Angeles leads serves 1 0
N V Islanders at Ertmontrm
The Aztecs won the ti- Parker and Lori Payne.
Tuesday May 15
Tuesday. May 22
year. The Aztecs still tle with 11 points and the
ting streak to 16 games,
In the fifth round, the
Phoenix at I.os Angeles
Edmonton at N Y
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was
named
Friday. May 19
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Aztecs defeated the
exclusive hydraulic drive - bux
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Angeles Si Phoenix
'Thursday. May 24
championship for the setional League Player of
your Case tractor now during
Cosmos, 4-2, on two
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MSU baseball trio earns All-OVC
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Tiger netters defeat Lone Oak;
Lakers win twice against UHA
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Aztecs defend soccer crown
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ABLE
Easy to Operate...
Easy to own

a 5-0-1 record, but the
last-game tie gave the
squad an 11-0-1 record
over the past two
seasohs.
Round Six Of the
under-14 girls season
concluded with the
Chiefs tying the cham_pion 1,4teRCS,
Thrs-iie-.---- •
secured a tie for second Flyei iiiiisned in worth
in the standings for the. place with one point and
Chiefs who finished the a 0-5-1 mark.
year, 2-2-2.
Scoring for Lhe
With six total points'(2 • Cosmos in their last
Points per win, one per game agaiinst the Flyers
tie) the Chiefs tied for were Becky Kratzer,

•einswftwebevaiwris.....egyawwwww-we,•••-••_-. •

and single goals by Cindy Spann and Kelly
Burkeen. Jennifer
Parker scored both
times for the Cosmos
and teammate Becky
Kratzer was credited
with outstanding defensive play.
In -the othor:•-ttftir-round conteshwiennifer
Hamilton scored the only goal in a 1-0 Chiefs
victory over the Flyers.
Shannon Boltz was
praised for her defensive play for the Flyers
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0
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Youth wins award writing about late mother
CHIC-AGO CAP) — take the first big step.
Emily Roberts had been
Emily's letter about
trying to overcome feel- her Mother — and her
ings of loss since the father, whom she called
death of her mother last "a perfect"Mr. Mom" —
year. And her victory in was judged the best of
a city-wide Mother's 1.300 entries by Chicago
Day letter-writing con- public elementary
test appears to have school children in a
helped the 7-year-old competition sponsored

by the school system
and a city hotel.
"My mother died two
years ago," the secondgrader's letter read.
"My mother was a
good cook and made
good dishes," the letter
went on. "I think other
children are lucky to
have a mother.
"I miss my mother
telling me there would
be no monsters in my
room at night, and when
she was fluffing my
favorite pillow, so I
could watch TV.
"Now my father is
taking her place. I think
he is a perfect 'Mr.
Mom' and I love him for
that."
"Mr. Mom- was a recent movie in which actor Michael Keaton
played a husband and
father who lost his job
and took over the
household chores and
raised the children
while his wife went to
work.
For winning the contest, Emily and her
family were taken by
limousine to a Mother's
Day brunch at an
elegant Chicago hotel.

•

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

1

DOWN
1 Ugly old
1 Kind of clasp
woman
5 Garment
2 Macaw
,9 Seed
3 Title of
container
respect
12 Solo
4 Father and
19- Part of '
Mother '
Church
5 Mephistoph14 Native metal
eles.
15 Attic
6 Above
17 Mental age
7 Doctrine
abbr
8 Afternoon
18 Hindu
parties
cymbals
9 Vegetable
19 Periods of
10 Spoken
11 Secluded
time
21 Bog down
valley
23 Flags
16 Expunges
27 Near
20 Began
28 Defeats
22 Symbol tor
utterly
tantalum
29 Roman
23 Malay canoe
bronze
24 Vast ages
31 Night bird
25 Greek letter
34 Attached to 26 Bishopric
35 Mysteries
30 Stretch
38 Diphthong
32 Pay
39 Inquire
33 Grant use of
41 Posed tor
2 3 4
portrait
42 Rule
44 Negative
15
46 Left
48 Skid
19
51 Fall in drops
52 Unit of
55 24
Bulgarian
.28
currency
53 Symbol for
34
35
rhenium
55 Power
59 Devoured
60 Is in debt
62 Approach
63 Genus of
i 52
cattle
64 Deposits
59
65 Gratuities
153

Answer to Pre% loos Puzzle
A

A

A

A

H
A

36 Bounder
37 Snake
40 Cutting
instruments
43 Italy abbr
45 Hypothetical
force
47 Iron
48 Thick slice
49 Mother of
Apollo
7

5

50 God of love
54 Female
sheep
56 Unit of
Portuguese
currency
57 Opening
58 Periods of
time abbr
61 Latin
conjunction

8
9T4

17

Best selling country,hits listed

18
21I

29

Best-selling country- Crystal Gayle
7. "As Long As I'm
western records of the
3. "I May Be Used," Rockin' With You,"
week of May 13 based olh Waylon Jennings
John Conlee
Cashbox magazine's na4. "Candy Man,"
8. "I Dream Of
tionwide survey were as Gilley & McClain
Women Like You," Ronfollows:
5. "I Guess It Never nie McDowell
1. "To All The Girls H urts To Hurt
9. "Honey," Rickey
I've Loved Before," Ig- Sometimes," The Oak Skaggs
lesias & Nelson
Ridge Boys
10. "Somebody When
9. _ "I Don't Wanna
6. "Man Of Steel." Things' Are Good,"
_Las.e _Yntir Love -!--! —4-lank- Williams -Junior - Merle Haggard-

31
38
42

44
51
53

182

55

80
84

Roberts, video director
at Loyola Univerany
here. "We couldn't hide
the fact of death, but I
started immediately
talking about the
wonderful times —
stressing all the , good
things."
To fill some of the gap
in Emily's life, Roberts
moved in with his
parents, the Rev.
William and Betty
Roberts. "My _parents
filled some of the void,"
Roberts said, "but Emily distinguishes between
her grandmothers and
her mother. I think she's
adjusted' to the loss
now."
Now, Emily stands to
get another mother. Her
father plans to re-marry
next month and Emily
also will gain a 10-yearold sister. The family
will move to Connecticut, where Roberts'
fiancee lives.
"My new mother is
very, very nice," said
Emily. "She works very
hard but always finds
the time for me."
Asked whether life is
looking up, Emily
replied, "Oh yeah!"

10 11

13

41

In a telephone_ interview Emily said.— I like
my father because he's
nice and he's special
and whenever I want
h im to take me
somewhere he does. He
takes me everywhere."
Cheryl Roberts had
suffered from Hodgkin's
disease, a lymphatic
cancer, "but was considered cured, pronounced in remission,"
said Tim Roberts,
Emily's father. "She
was in better health
than she'd been for
many years."
But Mrs. Roberts died
at age 33 in her home on
a February morning.
"We woke up one morning and she was dying." Roberts, 32, said.
"Emily saw it all — the
paramedics coming,'
working. everything_ It
happened out of
nowhere. It's haunting
to me, and I'm not sure
how Emily feels about
it."
But he knows how
he'd like Emily, an only
child, to feel.
"I didn't want that to
be her only memory of
her mother," said
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HA! YOU DIDN'T THINK
I COULD CATCH IT,
DID YOU, MANAGER?

WELL, I DIDN'T. ITS
STILL OUT THERE!

FRANKLY NO

WHAT ARE YOU
GOING -10 DO
-11-115 SUMMER9

JUST
HANG AROUND THE
HOUSE AND COMPLAIN
ABOUT NOT HAVING
ANYTHING TO DO

I THINK iTS
INSTINCTIVE

I'LL PROBABLY

HI,
ARLENE

**IN

PONT SPEAK TO ME, 014 COME ON NOW DO
You CAP.I SAW
I LOOK LIKE THE KIND
YOU w1114 THAT
OF GUY WHO COOLS'
OTHER WOMAN! EASILY ATTRACT
WOME N?

9

SUPPOSE
YOU'RE
R CsHI

AN D JUST WHAT
PO YOU MEAN
f3Y THAT?!

0

5-15
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ZERO, LOOK up THE
PLANNING
AND ZONING COMMI551005
N UMBER AND TELLTI-IEM
ON MY WAY
fp*II
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WHAT THE
NECK ARE
YOU POING,
ZERO

Van Buren

Clean-Cut Employer Never
Has Met a Beard He Liked
DEAR ABBY: I just read your
column about young people who
want summer jobs. As an employer,
I think you missed an important
point. This may appear prejudicial
and discriminating, but I know it to
be a determining factor in hiring
help. The subject is beards!
flatly refuse to consider applicants who sport beards and droopy
mustaches. After several experiences
with these types,I won't even interview them, regardless of their qualifications. They're arrogant, defy
authority and give the impression
that they're ,superior and more
learned. When one of them comes in
for an interview, I see nothing but
eyes, a nose and teeth. (Not even
ears!) I don't even know what his
face looks like!
I want the clean-cut, freshly
shaved, nothing-hidden type fellow
working for me. Those with beards
need not apply.
ONE MAN'S OPINION
DEAR MAN: Of course you're
entitled to your opinion, but
unfortunately your preconceived, prejudicial opinions are
out-of-date. You still equate all
bearded types with the rebellious,anti-establishment hippies
of the '60s.
Wrong! If you disqualify all
men with facial hair before even
taking a second look to see if
their beards are clean and wellgroomed, you could be passing
up some very bright and talented
prospects.
*5*

DEAR ABBY11 pratitii lie Married
sometime this summer. My future
husband doesn't want me to use oral
contraceptives after we get married
because he thinks it might deform
any children we might have.
1 don't want to take the chance of
getting pregnant because I will be
only 17 when we get married, and he
will be 21. I don't want to be a young
mother. I prefer to wait until I am 22
or 23 before I have my first child.
My fiance doesn't want to wait that
long because he thinks he will be too
old by then. That seems-to be. the
only problem between us.
What do you think?
NOT READY FOR MOTHERHOOD
DEAR NOT:I think you're not
ready for marriage either. Your
"only" problem can be serious
enough to make your marriage

411
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By Abigail

THE CAPTAIN SAI
TO PO SOMETHING,
BUT ALL I CAN

.:(29

REMEMBER IS
"LOOK UP"

V*1
%1:
11
---71
41114
0
,

THE BLUESTRIPED TIE IS
WRONG...WEAR
71-4E RED ONE

fail. Better to resolve the problem now than dissolve the marriage later.
* 5.-

DEAR ABBY: I am writing in an
attempt to clear up a source of much
heated debate at my home.
'A "sister of one of my best friends
is about to have her. 10th wedding
anniversary, and she is planning to
have a full-blown white wedding.
She eloped on her original wedding
and was married in Nevada at a
wedding chapel.She claims that she
has read in etiquette books that if
you elope you are entitled to a white
wedding on your 10th anniversary.
I don't feel that there is anything
wrong with the idea, but I have
looked through ,several books on
etiquette and cannot find anything
even closely resembling this.
Please let me know if this is true.
Thank you.
JUST CURIOUS
DEAR CURIOUS: Any couple
can reaffirm -their-,, marriage
vows on any anniversary of
their choice. Nowhere is it
stated that an "eloped couple"
are entitled to a white wedding
on their 10th.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: Spring is here and
children are already out flying their
kites, Which scares me very much. I
am a lineman for a New York
electric company, and every year I
see downs- of kites dangling from
high-voltage lines. Abby, if people
only knew the danger that their
children are exposed to when flying
kites, they would take the time to
find a safer place for them to play.
Last year when I saw a kite
entangled in a 115,000-volt transmission line, my heart leaped into
my throat. These high-voltage lines
are extremely unpredictable where
an untested substance such as kite
string is concerned. If this string is
.contaminated with any conductive
material (such as metal tracer, dirt
Or even dampness), a child could
easily be electrocuted. I have seen
these voltages change ordinary dirt
into a molten glasslike substance,so
I know the danger is real.
I hope you will print this. It may
save some young lives.
KEITH HULETT,
HOR.SF.1-1F,ADS, N.Y.

AP members,editors form
Ramsey scholarship fund
Kentucky Associated
Press member-editors
are inaugurating a Sy
Ramsey Memorial
Scholarship Fund at the
University- of Kentucky
School of Journalism
honoring the late journalist who4 served , as
head of the AP bureau
at Frankfort for 21
years.
The announcement
was made by Andrew
Lippman, Louisville AP
bureau chief, at the
school's recent annual
journalism alumni
dinner.
Scholarships will be
awarded to a UK broadcast and a print journalism student who
have distinguished
themselves while working in some journalistic
endeavor outside the
classroom.
"We are most grateful
to Sy Ramsey's friends
and colleagues for the
establishment of this
scholarship, an ideal
tribute to a superb journalist," said Edmund
Lambeth, director of the
UK School of
Journalism.
"This comes at —a
critical time in the life
of the school. We expect
it will help us attract the
finest young people
especially those who
might not otherwise be
able to attend," he
added.
This year, Ramsey
was one of five journalists inducted into the
Kentucky Journalism
Hall of Fameat UK.The
honor was accepted by
his daughter, Ramona
R. McCombs, 'of
Frankfort. •
•
The AP editors are eneotiraging the support ofthe Kentucky Press

Association and the
Kentucky Broadcasters
Association.
Donations to the
scholarship fund may be

sent to the Sy Ramsey
Memorial Scholarship
Fund, UK School of
Journalism, Lexington,
KY 40506-0042.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
What kind et day will tomor- SCORPIO
rows be? To find out what the (Oct.23to Nov.21) MeV
stars say, read the forecast An investment pays off togiven for your birth sign.
day, but don't dissipate newly
acquired funds. Love adds an
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr 19) 114414 inspiring note to your acInspired thinking brings tivities.
career success and monetary SAGITTARIUS
returns. Travel is opportune if (Nov.22to Dec.21)
An independent mood
you'll keep expenses down.
makes it difficult to concenTAURUS
trate on immediate tasks. Be
(Apr.20to May 20)
An idealistic note colors more circumspect in-behavior
day. Reflections about the than is your inclination.
Ake
meaning of life come to you. CAPRICORN •
Expect surprise monetary ,(Dec. to Jan. 19) NJ
You're quick to fall in love
developments.
now, but don't misplace your
GEMINI
Obsessive
(May 21 to June 20) RA
P common sense.
You'll receive a valuable behavior will work against
financial tip. Partners keep you. Relax!
you on your toes now, as they AQUARIUS
surprise you in pleasant ways. (Jan.20 to Feb.18)
Balance social life with time
CANCER
for yourself. Creative pursuits
(June21 toJuly22)
Unexpected
work prove to be a form of relaxadevelopments require im- tion. A friend seems ammediate action: Do not let bivalent.
friends distract you from what PISCES
g
(Feb.1910 Mar.20) )0
has to be done now.
Advisers offer conflicting
LEO
opinions about a career ven(July 23 to Aug. n)
You'll be able to implement ture. Social life leads to
visionary work ideas. Some romantic introductions and.
fun is also in store for you to- happy times.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
day. Home entertainments
private person yet drawn to
arefavored.
creative pursuits. Despite a
VIRGO
(Aug. toSept.22) WPki. tendency to self-effacement,
Loved ones make plans for a you still know how to get your
special holiday. You seem act together in front of an auable to reed each other's dience. You- .have an
minds. A home plan is subject analytical mind and would
make a good critic,though you
.•
to revision.
also have a strong need to perLIBRA
n form yourself. You can suc(SOL 23to Oct.22)
" You may initiate a .ceed in law, literature and
redecorating project. A family science as well. An aloof atmember helps yOu outin some titude can drive away those way. Some changes in plans who would care for you. Accent cheerflibiess.
-aryl**.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
1

.1 egal

Franklin Thomas
Lamb, as of May 12,
1984 will no longer be
responsible for any
debts other than my
own.

2.Notice
Train To Drive
TRACTORS TRAILERS
Call the Wader
MTA SCHOOL

2

Notice

Jim Sufter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont -Cad.-Buick

Read
the
Classified
Section For
Bargains
Everyday

TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

Go For It!
The Murray
Ledger & Times
Business Hours
Are:
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Now Open
6 Days A Week
onest, white shoeshine
man wants to work his
way through college.

Check your closer and
bring all your shoes.
S1.00
Try us ior That good
fast,
invigorating

haircut.
DOWNTOWN BARBER
SHOP
506 Mersin 71.3 4570
Open 6 Days

AMBITIOUS man /women available for
immediate employ.
ment. Earning opportunity, $300 a week to
start. Large National
Co. Call 443-6469 between 8a.m.-10a m for
appointment.
PgDERAL. State and
Civil Service jobs now
available in your area.
Call 1-(619)-569-8304 for
info. 24 hrs.

ir)171r7wr31 CEBTA
Is offering SUMMER
DAY CAMP for school- GENERAL office work
age. children. Call 753- 'Send resumes to P.O.
9356 for more Box 1040F, Murray.
information.
LICENSED practical
nurses. Apply Westview
Nursing Home. South
DAILY
16th St.. Murray.
CAR RENTAL
gTUDENT OP'PORTUNLONG TERM
ITy. Want to earn money
based on personal worth?
LEASE
Last summer 1000
students in college proASK GENE
gram earned an average
AT
of $240 per week. Phone
443-6460, between 8 and 10
DWAIN
AM for appointment.
THE

502-554-0733
or 502-589-6123.

6. Help Wanted

Summer
exercise classes.
•1 hour long
'Includes aerobiFs,
weight training,
floor exercises,
stretching.
•Set to music
'•Limited enrollment
9 a.m.
'Mon., Wed., Fri.
5:15 p.m.
Mon., Tues., Thurs.
S30/Month
Register now to set
a space in the June
classes. 753-2784.
•
5. Lost and Found
LOST Miniature
Dachshund, brown
male with a yellow
Collar. New Concord
area. Reward. 436-5412.

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & TV's
Work Guaranteed
VV'cxr-Icl
f Sox-mil
222 S. 12th St.

733-5865

SHOEMAKER
DISCOUNT FURNITURE
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
Sale on everything in store
beginning Thursday, May
17th through Saturday,
May 19th. Everything
reduced up to 50%.There is
no big markup on our
prices.

SHOP SHOEMAKER
FURNITURE

PROCEgS MAIL! $75
per hundred! No experience. Part or full
time. Start immediately. Details send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41.
Box 9014, Stuart, FL.
33495.

16. Home Furnishings

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

Cryts Used
Office Furniture
1016 Jefferson
Paducah
442-4302
NEW SHIPMENT

MOBILE home on 1
acre lot, large 14x16
living room and 20x30
garage. $17.000. Call
753-4506
SECLUDED 5 acres.
12x56 mobile home.
12x24 block building.
woods and pond. 4742718.

Desk, chairs and files
We now have electric
adding
typewriters.
machines, folding tables.
bookcases, print files. two
drawer and four drawer file
cabinets

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 BR mobile home.

Used but nice
Open Mon.-Sat.

19. Farm Equipment
PASTURE for horses,
salt furnished, plenty
deep well water. Call 4928355.
20. Sports Equipment
CUSHMAN Golf Car
and Holsclaw Golf Car
Trailer for sale. Excellent condition. 753-1231.
22. Musical
PIANO/
ORGAN
TEACHING

large front porch and
lawn, mowing furnished, small quiet
court, $90/ month. 7538216.
2 BR with central air,
new furniture. Call
Shady Oaks, 753-5209.
TRAILER for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dills
Trailer Court entrance
to Murray Drive Inn
Theatre.

30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

41 . Public Sales

49

Used Cars

53

Services Offered

53. Services Offered

--Ni.EL.1 were on your

YARD
SALE

1981
CHEVETTE

Murcal Apts.
F-33
May
17th & 18th
Albums, bed,
Kitchen table,
clothes, shoes,
etc.

4 Door,
4 Speed,
with air.
Reduced To
'3,400"
Call
753-5322

43. Real Estate
STROUT
REALTY
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
.Wayne V_Vilspn 753-5086
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
1912 Coldwater Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
15021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded

1973 PINTO Squire Station Wagon, excellent
condition. Call 753-3270
after 4.30p.m.

1974 DA'TSUN 610 Wa•
giro. runs „good. ..$925.
753-9371.
1975_ FORD LTD_ 4 door,
good condition. 753-9181
or 753-8124.
1977 FORD Granada,
excellent condition. 7539181 or 753-8124.
1978 CAMARO. low
miles, extra sharp,
loaded with extras.
753-0810 after 5p.m.
1978 MERCURY Zephyr
Sport Coupe Z7: 6
cylinder automatic,
power and air. AM-FM
stereo, 54,xxx actual
miles, $2,800. 753-0565 or
489-2125.
1980 BUICK Skylark
Limited, 4 dr. extra
clean, low mileage,
local car, good gas
mileage. 14.500.
489-2143.
1980 CHEVY Chevette, 2
DR Sedan Hatchback.
$2,500. 753-0565 or 4892125.

trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338
Time For Spring Cleaning. Let Us Wash Your
Windows At Low
Rotes. Call For Free
Estimate.
Call
,753-0796 Anytime. A
APPLIANCE SERV ICE. Wenmore,
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance . Service, 202 -S.. 5th.-St. 753 -4872 , 753-8886
*home+
•
•
BURGESS Vt/ater Wells.
Well Drilling. Home.
Farm, Irrigation. Pump
sales and service.
Irrigation equipment.
Free estimates.
247-6858.
CARPENTER work,
painting, roto tilling. By
hour or job. 753-0790.
PENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
our needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing.
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates: Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears_ continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
by , Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and &aling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimates.
JOE (Sonney
McKinney Appliance Service,
All makes and 'models.
(Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Ap'pliances). Located at
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store.
753-8505.
LAWN Mower and tiller
repair. 3 miles south on
121. See Wayne and Kim
Wilson, 753-5086.

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and viwfl
siding. Custom trim work.
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 7536689.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates. 24
hour service, 753-5827.
LICFNSED Electrician
for 'residential .and
commercial. Heating

and air condition. gas
installation and repair
Phone 753.7203..
MALONE'S Remodeling from ground to roof
top. Phone 492-8183.
Evenings 436-2107.
We do passpoits.
resumes I

D

s and

black and whites for
publication

OMMERCIAL property for sale. 919 West
CARTER STUDIO
Broadway, Mayfield,
300 MAIN 153 8298
31. Want to Rent
Position
available
Ky. Lot 85'x410'. House
ODD job specialist.
Teaching experience not
3 BR home in or close to and garage apt. Receiling, fans.- electrical,
necessary.
Murray. References duce d to sell.
Music
plumbing, fencing You
NrE1571i for toddler degree required. Salary supplied. Call Sally, 1-1502)-674-5531.
name it. I do it. You
753-1933, 8-5.
in my home. Reliable
commensurate with
buy, I Ainstall. You
44. Lots for Sale
MSU faculty member
and responsible person.
skill. Selection to be
break, I fix. Call 436seeking
250
Call 753-1844.
ACRE
nice
in
apt.
the
or
Mcmade prior June 1.
2868.
house
Cuilick
to
rent.
Creek
Minimum
area
in
1984. Send resume to
TUDENT`flkome for
of 2 BR. Write to P.O. the New Concord area,
P.O.
Box
5389,
summer. xurdo house
Box 1040C, Murray.
Models & Talent
100
Acres
tillable.
$480
Evansville, Ind. 47715.
work and other odd
acre. 901-247-5493.
For
Jobs. Call Karen Hain32. Apts for Rent
4 ACRE wooded lot, 8
sworth, 753-7582.
TV,
LOWREY Console Or- 1 AND 2 BR apts. near miles northwest of
WE Buy - Sell and
Film,
gan, 25 pedals, elec- downtown Murray. 753- Murray, - $4,500. Call ,1980 CHEVROLET ImRepair Used Ali Conpala. .4 dr., V-8, autoFashion,
tronic rhythm, 52,800. 4109. 762-6650 or 753-6185.
ditioners. Dill Electric.
436-2844.
AURORA one to 10 acres
matic, excellent condi437-4432.
753-911)4.
Magazines,
wooded
tion.
1
753-3906.
Kentucky
Call
AND
Lake
2
BR
furnished
RTIRTUtrg6
-771
)ano
WILL do babysitting in
Commercials
and side by side re- apts. Lease and 'deposit. • area, from $3,995. nothing' 1983 ALLIANCE ('83
my home at the Almo
down,
from
$39.
Adults.
month,
No
for
pets.
of
Call
the
Car
15,xxx
Year)
& Extras
frigerator Frigidaire.
area. Call 753-7168.
home,
mobile
753-9208
home,
after
free
4p.m.
miles,
AMFM,
a.c..
Call 753-6284.
•
.Call or apply
WILL do bushhogging
1 BR efficiency apt.. 1 information phone Mr. power steering. Call
753-7746 or 753-2709.
•
from
23. Exterminating
753-1202.
block from. campus Shell 1-800-521-4996.
753-3139.
12-5 P.M.
46. Homes for Sale
1 BR furnished _apt.
The
Call Your '
Le-a-s-e - -a n4- tie-go-sit -- 2 BR -house and- 3-acres
Local Professionals
Models"
Adults. No pets. Call with several outafter 4p.m. 759-4756 or buildings and 24X32
Network
INTERIOR
shop. Located in Penny
753-9208.
1472 Broadway
EXTERIOR
1 BR lake front apt. in area. Call 753-2900 or
PAINTING
Suite 902
Panorama Shores. Ap- after 5p.m. 753-5702.
New York, NY
pliance furnished. 3 BR houst. dinette
WALLPAPERING
Lease deposit and re- room, all appliance,
10036
ferences required. 436- fireplace, new carpet,
Short
753-0414
(212) 719-5039
fence in backyard.
2484 after 5p.m.
Bed,5-Speed, Radial
Murray's only Home
2 BR unfurnished garage/shed, 81 - 4
Tires. Tint Glass,
owned
and
operated
assumable
loan.
753S
duplex, near UniversII
A
R AP
Carpeting,
Side
9240. H OMEMAKER- Pest Control Service.
ity. 753-8096.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Vent
Windows,
P ARTY PLAN.' Free Inspecticln and
DUPLEX, large 2 BR, ASSUMABLE VA loan.
siding and Aluminum
*FREE ESTIMATES*
Fixed
lilt percent inPEOPLE. Management
much more. 2 yr.
central gas heat and
trim for all houses. It
Estimates
Opportunity in Lucreair, appliances. Priv- terest. 7 room brick.
2400 mile drive,
painting.
stops
Fenced yard. Call owlive • home party field.
ate. 753-0718 orw1.5,3.4478.
56. Free Column
Jack Glover
•
- 'train warranty,
Work Jurie-December 24: Miscellaneous
PUFNISI-IED apts. ef ner, 753-7217.
lowest priced new
753-1873
yearly. Excellent in. A-1 Firewood, $25/rick ficiency 1 or 2 BR. Also roR Sale by owner
FREE rabbits for pet
truck in America.
home income. Hire, delivered. Nights 436- sleeping rms. Zim- assumable loan 3 BR
use only, 753-4161
Train, Manage- toy 2778.
merman Apts., S. 16th brick ranch situated on
a-tree shaded -1 -acre lot
party personnel. No
Dick Copier with St. 753-6609:""'
in Oaks Estate across
investment. Free train- supplies,
electric
ing. Free kit. Limited
33. Rooms for Rent
from Golf Course.
typewriter, Remington.
positions available. DeFeatures 2 baths, large
MAZDA 52000 SUNDOWNIII
Inn, Murray. $95 INCLUDING
tails without obligation. Holiday
living and family
phone
utilities. 753-5842, 8-5.
No
calls
please.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Call collect for Debbie.
rooms, 2 car garage, 3 PORSCHE 914, 1972,
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
502-653-4704 or 502-653- ALL Wood storage 34. Houses for Rent
porches. Priced $69,000. very low mileage, exbuilding. 8x12 $795, 8x16
•
4742.
For more information cellent mechanical
OVER
•
WANTED Generaf $995. 10x16 $1,195. 12x16 2 BR brick, kitchen call 753-0408.
20 YEARS
condition,
quick
and
32
$1,495.
$1,995.
12x24
appliances furnished. 8
SOLID WOOD CABINETS •
News Reporter for
F xPERIENCI
TAK Eover MPG. 34.500. Mayfield,
RAISED PANEL DOORS
weekly newspaper. Free delivery within 100 miles southeast of PAYMENTS on this -247-6840.
Bich
miles.
• Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
We
have
a
large Murray. Married
Musa have 35 tnilllmeter selection
1983
doublewide
mobile
GUNCASES
•
MANYLES
• BOOKCASES•
in
stock.
Acree couple only. References
camera, jourallsm Portable
home.. located South of 50. Used Trucks
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
background and Mayfield, Buildings, and deposit. 492-8594 Murray on 641. 1 ac. of 1957 CBE%
BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
Y Pickup. • CUSTOM
Ky. 247-7831.
after 6p.m.
•
COMPETITIVE
Drop
PRICES
By
Our
a.
Saw
Display
knowledge of how local
lend,
bedrooms, 2 restored, $1,200. 759- O
•
governments operate. CLEARY Satellite 2 BR house close to baths, living rm., den, 1894.
753.5940.
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
Send resume to Box 185. System, 10 ft. University. 753-5992.
dining
rm.,
kit.,
ulty
1959 CHEVROLET Truck. •
fiberglass, 41,550 in- 2 BR house in town,
Benton, Ky. 42025.
•••••••0••••••• •
stalled. 11 ft. systems. neatly decorated, $250 rm. 1 car garage. For Apache Fleetline. good ••••
More
information
Call
condition. Call 492-8460.
$1.700 installed. month. Deposit and
9. Situation Wanted
436-2835. We service references required. Spann Realty ASSOC. 1970 DODGE Pickup.
For All Your Roofing Needs
TEACHER will tutor what we sell.
753 7724. .
slant 6„ straight shift
Call 753-9400.
students after school or FIRE Wood.
753-9181
753-8124.
or
Seasoned
2 BR house, near hospi- 4 7 . Motorcycles
in the summer. For
oak, tree trimming and tal, no pets, deposit
1975 CHEVROLET. C-60.
details call 753-7129.
removing hedges and required. $225/month. 1974 TX 500' Yamaha. truck. 20 ft box with
WANT job caring for shrubs. Free estimates. 759-1337.
good condition, $700. rollup door. gasoline and
No Job Too Large Or Too Small
anyone hospitalized or 753-5476.
753-7566 after 5p.m.
propane. Runs good
All
Work Guaranteed Free Estimates
homebound. Have kENWOOD Cassette 37. Livestock-Supplies
1981 HONDA Silvek $5000. Call 489-2199.
transportation and re- Deck, $75. Two Radio
Wing Interstate. 2,700
FAMILY
milk
cow
for
ferences. 3 years ex- Shack Mics, $15 ea. or
miles. Must sell, make 51. Campers
sale. 474-2754.
perience. Willing to $25 for both. 753-9371.
offer. 437-4171.
22 SELF Contained
POR sale or trade for car.
work 7a.m. to 4p.m. SLUMBERBAG
S. Mr. AQHA Reg. 8 yr. old Bay 1981 HONDA CX500. camper triter with air
Monday through Friliquid
cool, shaft drive, conditioning and awnof Univ., Gelding. 15 hands, goes
day. Will also do house T, Master*13.95-814.95.
excellent condition. Call ing. Call 753-1966.
English or Western. For
cleaning or babysitting. Garfield.
492-8892.
Uncle Jeffs.
CFIEVROLET motor
sale English saddle,
Call 753-7129 anytime.
1982 YAMAHA YZ 80.
WILL do babysitting TRI-STATE Satellite breast plate, show bridle never been raced. _very home, fully self conanytime. 421 South 8th Sales. 11 ft. system and more assorted tack good condition, $550, tained. 55.000. 436-2506.
comaietely installed, 753-3604.
St.
, 52. Boats -Motors
$1,785. We service what PERFORMANCE 753-1364 after 5p.m.
Would like to clean we sell. 901-642-0295,
315 TESTED 3/8, 1/2, 3/4 HONDA 400, 4 cylinder, 17 FT.,,,Fiberglass Cabin
houses or babysit. 753- Tyson Ave., Paris,
and 7/8 Simmental and 5,xxx miles, excellent Cruiser and trailer.
5827.
Tenn.
Maine-Anjou service condition. See after $800. 436-2506.
bulls. Only the very 5p.m. 1554 Oxford Dr. 1976 16 FT. Tri-Hull Ski
age
14. Want to Buy
26.TV-Radio
top performance bulls $750.
Boat with 65 h.p. MerUSED Wrought iron
offered from over 800 Al 48. Auto Services
cury engine, stereo, ski
patio furniture. Call
performance cows. All
equipment included. $2.
489-2186.
bulls health tested and COMPLETE Set of 000. 753-3188.
WANTED to. buy: Harguaranteed. Broadbent 5-Hole Rally wheels for 1982 PROCRAFT 14
19" Col& TV
dwood timber. Call
Farms. Route 1. Cadiz, Chevy Pickup or Van. ft Bass Boat. 50 h.p
with purchase of
753-0338.
KY 42211. Phone (Day) $145. Call 759-4909 after Mercury. depth finder
(5021235-5182.
5p.m
and fool Control trolling
10' Satellite
15. Articles for Sale
motor. 55.100. 753-136.4
49.Used
-Supplies
Cars
Pets
38.
System
CRAFTSMAN 10 inch
after 5p.m
female
Registered
Radial Saw with sand1967 JAAUAR-• XKE 22 FT Open Haunch
AKC
GLR Receiver
Great Dane puppy. Coupe, rebuilt engine.
ing and grinding wheel.
i o. 155 h.p tandem
753-9530.
7 blades, 7" adjustable
new tires. excellent trailer, 52.500. 436-2506.
Installed
dudo, set molding
PURE-BRED black condition 19.500. Phone SAILBOAT. Cape Dory
heads, stand on wheels.
Typhoon. 19 ft. Quality
Labrador Retriever 753-6323 after 5p.m
Price $350. Call 753-0247.
1972 PINTO. runs good, boat with full sail
pups. AKC Registered
NEWBORN. 0-6 months,
5-6 weeks old. 753-1292 good tires, high mileage, inventory, motor and
dresses. Call 1-901-247$250. Call 759-1445.
trailer. Loaded with
753-7575
or 753-8973.
3724.
extras Call Mayfield.
247-

'5599"

Carroll-Mazda
753-8850

-ra

PAINT

JIM DAY
Pointing
753-3716

Ormtuurs

a

Darnell Roofing

_

AUCTION
Fri., May 18th at 12 Noon
Real Estate & Personal Property
A 2 bedroom house on large lot
/
1
2 mile west of Lynn Grove, Ky.
on highway 94. Shroat Waldrop
Real Estate-Pete WaldropBroker, Dan Miller Auctioneer
Call 759-1707 or 435-4144 for
more information.

Call
For Dependable Service
Larry Darnell
489-2649 or 489-2826

TLC

Professional Cleaning
Carpets DRY Cleaned

FREE

Floors stripped, refinished
walls, windows, etc.
We clean everything with

TENDER LOVING CARE

404 South 10th
Real Estate & Household Auction
This nice 2 bedroom house will
be sold at auction Saturday, May
19th. Shro`at Waldrop Real
Estae. Pete Waldrop-Broker,
759-1707. Dan Miller Auctioneer 435-4144.

LOCAL - MATURE - DEPENDABLE
REFERENCES
Check Our Economical Prices
759-9754
759-1834

$1799
Clayton's TV

16. Home Furnishings
BUNK bed with mattress, $150. Call 759-1776
after 5p.m.
DARK green sleeper
sofa. $50. 20 gal.
aquarium with. stand
and hood. $40. 753-9463.

TO OUR FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS,
WE APOLOGIZE FOR ANY INCONVENIENCE THAT
OCCURRED FROM THE FAILURE OF BILLY BOB TO
APPEAR AS SCHEDULED DURING OUR FRIDAY NIGHT,
MOONLIGHT MADNESS PROMOTION. THE FAILURE TO
0APPEAR WAS ENTIRELY OUT OF OUR CONTROL.
SINCERELY,

EER
QD PION
CAR STEREO

Need
Satellite
Service?
Call CLAYTON'S
753-7575
We service all brands

27. 'mobile Homes for Sale
home.
partly furnished, S3.500.
T.V. antenna with pole.
$25,,Call 437-4731. •
1972 12x65 CHEVENNE,

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

e

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 373,00
Opened
Today
373 00
No Change

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
8 7e.
Yesterday
itpened
8 80
Today
of
Up

Compliments of

4
1412/
LYNN PHILLIPS, MANAGER
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Hi Low Shag
Plush Carpet

12x60 MOBILE

2 BR, 2 bath. Located 3
miles east of Murray.
527-8576 or 759-4504 after

o.vaCO
Rubberback Commercial Carpet . $1

5
1181 2 BR mobile home.
For more information
call 24?-5947 after 5p.m.
15,800 FOR this 1911
Lancler mobile home 3
BR. 2 baths. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.

SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
COLD &

733 7113
We buy Gold. Silver & Dininond•
Hours. 10
Daily. 12.3 Sunday

Rubberback Shag
No Wax Vinyl (in stock)

$5.99 sq. v.
$6.99
$6.99 sq.
$3.49

sq

yd.

and up

sq. yd. and up
yd. and up

sq yd and up

$
'Carpet Padding _
1.Li/s yd. and
Financing available to qualified buyers

up

JOE SMITH CARPET
Hwy. 641 North

753-6660
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Residents satisfied, with report

OBITUARIES
.tIlbritten
rites today
in chapel

Mrs. Anderson dies todaN

Mrs. Birdie Maupin
Anderson, 76, died today
at 7 a.m. at the
Westview Nursing
The funeral for Jim
Home. Her husband.
Allbritten is today at 3
Henry Anderson, died
p.m. in the chapel of the
Nov. 25, 1975.
Blalock -Coleman
She was a member of
Funeral Home. •
Poplar Spring Baptist
John Dale is ofChurch.
ficiating. Jerry Bolls is
Born March 15, 1908,
directing the song
in Calloway County, she
service.
was the daughter of the
Pallbearers are David
late Jesse G. Maupin
Carroll, Jeffrey Akibritand Annie Wyatt
ten, Kevin , ,Allbritten,
Maupin.
Kritt Allbritteb, Paul
Survivors include one
Owsley and Hardiman
brother, J.C. Maupin,
Miller.
sister-in-law, Mrs. LuBurial will follow in
vean Maupin, and
the New Providence
brother-in-law, WE.
Cemetery.
Crider, all of Murray;
Mr. Allbritten, 79, 504
four nephews, Don,
Soifth
tired Still- Dale. Dave
and Jerry
day at 7:43 p.m. at
Murray-ca nnway County Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Iva Mae
Morgan Allbritten; one
daughter, Mrs. Polly
Carroll; two sons, JimServices for Oran
my Allbritten and Bill Outland are today at 2
Alibritten; one sister, p.m. in the chapel of
Mrs. Hartnon Wilson; J.H. Churchill Funeral
seven grandchildren: Home.
five greatDr. Greg Earwood
grandchildren.
and the Rev. G.T.
Moody are officiating.
Martha Moore is soloist
with Allene Knight as
organist.
Active pallbearers
ATHENS. Greece' are Allen Rose, Allen
AP - An explosion McCoy.Fred Workman,
ripped through a pizza Edwad Erwin, Brent
shop in a nine-story Erwin and Gary
, building Monday, hurl- Outland.
ing glass and metal
Honorary pallbearers
shardt into a busy p.re Grayson McClure,
downtown intersection. Tommy Lavender,
Police said at least 53 Grogan Roberts, John
people were injured, • Parker, Joe Parker and
_e1g09-them_seriously _ale rah e is
,J i_m
Police chief Stelios Williams' Sunday
Tzanakis said an in- School Class of First
vestigation had deter- Baptist Church.
mined that "a damaged
Burial will follow in
gas line was responsible the Murray City
for the explosion."
Cemetery.
He said a hose attachMr. Outland, 73, Rt. 6,
ed to two large gas died Sunday at 4:40 p.m.
tanks in the basement at his home.
belonging to the shop
He is survived by his'
had leaked, and leaking wife, Mrs. Monette
gas somehow ignited.
Barham Outland; one
Panayiotis daughter, Mrs. Eddie
An.agn.O.stopoulos, Daniell; one son, Kenny
secretary-general of the 0. Outland; one sister,
Public Order Ministry, Mrs. George Erwin; one
said the afternoon ex- brother, Palmer
plosion occurred in the Outland; sister-in-law,
pizza and pastry shop, Mrs. Kathryn Outland;
on the ground floor of four grandchildren; two
the building.
great-grandchildren.

Maupin; three nieces.
Mrs. Martha Ann.
Jackson. Mrs. Phyllis
Carson and Mrs. Leletia
Johnson.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Max Churchill Funeral Home.
John Dale will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after
12 noon Wednesday.

Brother of
Murra an dies
in Tennessee
Robert Thomas(Tommy) Mann, brother of
Mrs. Bobby Joe Wade of
Murray, died Saturday
at his home, 412 Smith
St., South Fulton, Tenn.
He was 44 years of
age. An interior and exterior decorator, he was
a member of the South
Fulton Baptist Church.
Born Sept. 8, 1939, in
Fulton County, he was
the son of the late James
Mann and Evelyn Lemond Mann.
Four surviving sisters
are Mrs. Bobby Joe
(Shirley) Wade, Murray, Mrs. Bill (Mae)
Croft, New AlbanY;Ind.,
Mrs. Jbe (Bodie
Carolyn) Outland,
Calvert City, and Mrs.
Jim (Jean) Bright,
Fulton.
Eight surviving
brothers are James and
David Mann, South
Fulton, Marshall. Mann.
Troy. Term., A.A. Mann,
Corinth, Miss., Chief
Master Sgt. Johnny
Mann, Hampton, Va.,
Bobby Mann, Calvert
City, and Leon and Don
Mann, Fulton.
The funeral is today at
1 p.m. in the chapel of
Hornbeak Funeral
Home, Fulton. The Rev.
Charles Jobe is
officiating.
Burial will follow in
the Greeniea Cemetery
there.

Services are
today for
Mr. Outland

.+'et era hurt
in explosion

'OWENSBORO, Ky.
(API - Residents near
a school playground
where cancer-causing
chemicals were found in
the dirt say they are
satisfied by a report
that the chemical levels
are too low to pose a
health threat.
Most residents around
Goodloe Elementary
School, where children
have played for a halfcentury, viewed the
whole affair with the attitude of Frankie
Hardison.
"I never paid any attention to it," said Hardison, who has lived
there for 30 years.
Soil samples were
taken at the site last

Mrs. Schaefer
dies llondaN
Mrs. Belva Jean
Schaefer, 52, 1622
Farmer Ave., Murray,
died Monday at 8:10
p.m. at Murray'Calloway County
Hospital. Her death
followed an extended
Illness.
She was a member of
the First Assembly of
God.
Born March 25, 1932,
in Missouri, she was the
daughter of the late
Clyde Wood and Belva
Wood.
'Mrs. Schaefer is survived by two daughters,
Miss Victoria Schaefer,
1422 Farmer, and Mrs.
Debbie Johnson, Columbus, Ind.; one son,
Frank J. Schaefer, 402A
South 16th St.; one
sister, Mrs. Carl
(Catherine) Shaw, Pattonsburg, Mo.; four
grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.
in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Darrell
Ramsey will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Garland Brooks
Cemetery in Columbus,
Ind.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 7
p.m. tonight (Tuesday).

rra ya n
sister (lies
Mrs. Leo (Lermond)
Tisdale, sister of Mrs.
J.T. (Lois) Sammons of
Murray. died _early this _
morning at the home of
her daughter, Mrs,...
Maxine Parrish, Memphis, Term.
Survivors are two
daughters, Mrs. Parrish
and Mrs. Ernestine
Summers, Akron, Ohio;
one son, Robert Tisdale,
Memphis; and one
sister, Mrs. Sammons.
Funeral services will
be conducted. Burial
will be in the Melrose
Cemetery atWhiteVille,
Term.

year after a series of
newspaper articles
revealed the schoolyard
was the former site of a
coal gasification plant.
similar to those where
carcinogens had been
found in other cities.
Officials said the first
round of tests turned up
"high concentrations"
of four known
carcinogens.
A second round of
tests taken in January
confirmed the presence
of the chemicals, but
state officials said it
was unclear whether
their levels posed ,a
threat to people.
iThe state Cabinet for
Natural Resources an-

nounced Friday that its
experts and those at the
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta had
agreed the chemical
levels were not
hazardous.

the $3,000 fence now,
and school system
business manager H.
Carol Hanberry said
the board will seek a
buyer for the property.
Alex Barber, director
of the state Division of
Waste Management,
said officials were
alarmed at first by the
chemical findings.

School officials had
closed the building in
1981 and had renovated
In hopes of leasing it to
state juvenile
authorities as a training
center.

The highest level of
carcinogen found was
138 parts per million for
benzo flouranthene, a
level Barber said was
believed to be
dangerous.

Those plans were
dashed when the
chemicals were found
and school officials
were asked to put up a
6-foot fence around the
playground.
Officials have been
told they can take down

"But later, we were
told that wasn't high
enough to hurt
anybody," he said.

Deputies fired in Hopkins County
MADISON VILLE,
Ky. (AP) - Two
Hopkins County
sheriff's deputies say
they were fired because
they testified before a
grand jury that indicted
Sheriff Ron Eastwood a charge Eastwood
doesn't deny.
And deputies John
Summers and Jim Lantrip say there is little
recourse under the law
to help them get their
jobs back.
"We serve at his
(Eastwood's)
pleasure," Lantrip said.
Eastwood
acknowledged the two
men's testimony'before
the May 3. grand jury
"had a bearing" on his
decision to dismiss them
Monday.
Eastwood said he
fired Burnmera_and_Lan.- _
trip because of what he
described as a "poor"
working relationship.
He said that poor relationship was furthered
by their cooperation
with the state police investigation that led to
his indictment on misdemeanor charges of
malfeasance and
neglect of duties.
"They cooperated
with it. They 'certainly
prayed a part in it,"
Eastwood said.

Eastwood is scheduled to be arraigned
Thursday in Hopkins
District Court on the
three ?misdemeanor
charges • involving the
handling of money seized as evidence by his

office.
Eastwood has denied
the charges.
Lantrip and Summers, both of Madisonville, said they were
subpoenaed to testify
before the grand iury

that investigated
Eastwood.
Lantrip, 43, said he
told the grand jury his
appearance "would cost
me my job," but he said
he chose to testify after
a subpoena was issued.
-n

NEW MURRAY STORE

NOW OPEN
6000 Name

*Jewell
•Luggage
•Annlinnr,

•
•

Brand Items
•
•

•

• •

HILL
iltff
hi
THE PLACE YOU GO
TO SAVE ON BRANDS

YOU KNOW

JEWELERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
426 BROADWAY STREET PADUCAH KY 42001
502-442-9333
314 MAIN STREET MURRAY KY 42071
VISA
502-751 7 1 II

:
4a

Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon.-Thurs.
Fri, 9-8, Sat. 9-5

Our New Location
At Whitnell & Glendale
Behind Big Johns.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

THE ACES
"Society, my dear. is like
salt water, good to swim in
hut hard to swallow." .1rthur Stringer.

Almost everyone knows
how third hand should play;
"third hand high" is the
common rule. Few can
swallow an exception, but
sometimes it's the superior
play.
West leads the spade
deuce and South plays
dummy's jack. What card
should East play?
if East makes the automatic play of "third hand
high." the game belongs to
South'. South wins the spade
,king and takes a losing club
finesse. Back comes a spade
to West's ace and a third
spade clears the suit. South
can now take nine tricks
without the need of the diamond finesse (two spades,
three hearts, one diamond
and three clubs).
-East should read West's
spade deuce as a fourth-best
lead. placing South with
either the ace or the king
and one other spade. (It is
unlikely that West holds AK-x-x.) In the case of A-2 in
SOuth'S hand, South is bOund
to win two spade tricks,.
whatever East plays.'
However, when South holds
K-x, the correct play is the
seven by East, and it results
in three spade winners for
the defense.
Dummy's spade jack is
allowed to win and, after
one minor suit finesse loses,
the defenders get their three
spade tricks. Later. South
NORTH
•J 103
•K J 10
•Q 107
4A 8 5 3

Prices furnished by
Mic-higan
Industrial Average
1 7,
Air Products -44 .3,
Apple Computer
3134 -.- 1 4
American Telephone
1534 unc
Chrysler
2212 unc
Dupont
491, - 1,
Ford
351,, + 144
G.A.F.
175
, unc
633„ i. 1,
General Motors
GenCorp. Inc
3314
+ IS
Goodrich
301'2 -12
Goodyear
2514 - 18
Home Health
Care America
8 unc

•A Q 8
•AJ98
•Q J 109

Vulnerable- Both
South. The bidding:

Dealer

South
1 NT

East
All
Pass

West
Pass

North
3 NT

Opening lead: Spade deuce
must try the other finesse,
and when this loses, the
game goes one down.
Bid with The Aces
South holds

r,149.11 Slate

P.

South

Ilarkci

cu

-ON. 210 It,.

1 S

I .̀r 2 211125o

f,1N14,

lb.

14,9.)

S 2 " 25•127.11,

MI.', -14
3534 + 1.4
28 + 14
1314 +
•35',„ um
5934 ,3„
31 - 1 44
5a,
) tint
3834 - 14
-3314 - 14
3534 -- 1 ,
1514 unc
91,42 unc
9 87

+ 14

New Prescriptions and Transferred PFescriptions
With This Coupons

S I
1 S 1

CERTIFICATES of DEPOSIT

,4,

1.;' N 1 11

CO r•oir

142111 4

ths

Sr

1411151M1

It"

INSURED

12.50%

.14N' 454111...

S 1 II NOD R.511
1

F.D.I.C.

i'rr

1171411

1 s 1 .22 5/

Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Box 12318, DaIla• Teem 75225,
with sell-addrowed, stamped envelope
for reply. ,

134

nr3:te

4

,
141 I.
5/1 :19181

effective date May 25, 1984

,

Woad Irg CITIBANK(SOUTH DAKOTA), NA.

•

a

`-.{

14i8

,J .C. PezincN
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart .
Mary Kay Cosm.
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
•
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
W'endy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

ssu%

19441

Kentucky'Ire.,
l'un'hase'Ire., Hog Nturiret
tteport Includes *i 'toying Stations
5Do
I :ct eiots 'I,- t
&I.ilts mostly 25111099 S..,•14,111,
higher instances Ai .84
SI 2 21.i2tii
II'.',''192'
,

ANSWER: Two hearts.
Worth only one constructive
bid. Raise partner's known
five-card suit rather than
bidding one spade.
---

--r---)

+ 3.,.',
112 ,
1

STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

•5 4 3
•K 5 3
+642

North

1.13 NI
Jert'll'il

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

5-15-B

••8 5 2

GM WILT' Gm Kat That Gres GII hal*
alIVOCS'Ws - RIO Omaha GUI Parts

• SHORT-TERM:
Five-year maturity. Minimum $5,000,increments of $1.000

.__

• INTEREST COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY:

Astorarawagouggoituainwant....

Comoounctinci increases the veld
.
holn 11 50% to 13 0934

• ..-

:.,.

• INTEREST PAID QUARTERLY
- -

• MARKETABLE *
• ESTATE FEATURE

5-15-A

THE BUSIER YOUR SPRING,
THE MORE YOU NEED THE WEATHER CHANNEL.

•
• EARLY REDEMPTION FEATURE **

-

R. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502-753-7401

.....

WEST
EAST
•A 8 5 2
•Q 7 6 4
•5 4 3
V 9 76 2
•K53•6 4 2

4642

Stock Market

BOBBY WOLFF

1977 Jeep

Spring brings outdoor activities and an array of changing weather patterns
that could wreck your plans unless you check The Weather Channel Complete
coverage of national, regional, and local weather presented live by televisions
largest meteorological staff, plus special coverage of spring storms, road and
travel conditions, sporting events. and your favorite vadation and business
destinations Plus your official local forecast every five minutes Don t let
Springs changing outlook Out a damper on your plans

4x4 Beige, Average.

•K
SOUTH
•K 9

53659"

Fri Edward
D. Jones

DWAIN TAYLOR
.
SHEVF1 a LET

UK STUMP REMOVAL
Sr con 44944., w- • Irmo"
to 14 brio. ik.
435 4343 n. •I, 4310
We Now Hot,' PO Gra,

753-2617
.

641 S. Murray
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1.1

6'4.
40;ceiwalw•
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visiaN

Air
Shopping Center

Randy Saladin

* Who& not otege144140444,
00 !Owes &
Min* C•deckties & DOODYI

-

CASLE

Co.
1•••••rt•an•I.,•nd•ry rs•r kyr r

Cell
753-SOOS

•

THE
WEATHER
CHANNEL

Before you decide, watch The VVeaftier ChanrieL

Federal Regulations require a 3-month interest penalty
for earty withdrawal
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